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Abstract 
 
The Goddard Professor in Media, Culture and Communication at New York University and a 
contemporary social-cultural anthropologist, Arjun Appadurai once mentioned about how 
cultural economy, especially situating at the global cultural economic environment, could be 
understood by interlaced networks of a series of “-scapes” in Modernity at Large : Cultural 
Dimensions of Globalization (1996) 3. The network includes ‘ethnoscapes’, ‘mediascapes’, 
‘technoscapes’, ‘financescapes’ and ‘ideoscapes’ . These “-scapes” are deeply perspectival 
constructs, inflected by the historical, linguistic, and political situatedness of different sorts of 
actors that communicates, interacts, disjoints, and breaks within a global cultural flows. These 
list of interactions will lead to an organized field of social practices, a form of work and a 
form of negotiation between sites of agencies forms its own dynamic within the network. 
 
Esther M. K. Cheung, Gina Marchwetti and Tan See-Kam also describes the vibrant ecology 
of Hong Kong movie industry with a similar metaphor. In Hong Kong Screenscapes : From 
the New Wave to the Digital Frontier, researchers talks about the wealth of art films, 
documentaries, experimental productions, digital arts and video constructs its screenscapes 
which offer multifaceted ways to review the city’s diverse screen culture to go beyond the 
restrictions of the local and commercial film industries, thus linking it to the world film and 
screen culture scenes. And these lively conditions were built by creative workers including 
front-stage artists, filmmakers, producers and many other backstage workers works within a 
complicated global dynamic that crosses among commercial cinemas, art house, and film 
festival circuits as well as the financial system and the connection with the government 
authorities in order to develop a vivid movie culture which locals in Hong Kong or global 
visitors and concerns traverse.4  
 
Over the past decades, Hong Kong experiences dramatic changes geopolitically and socio-
culturally. From the history of being the old British Crown Colony city to a region on the 
border with the People Republic of China under a unique administrative control, cultural 
products and agencies faced gigantic transformation in its aesthetic orientation and critical 
commentary. Cultural organizations also draw attention to issues of its social impact to the 
communities such as cooperate liberation and social justice. In February 2013, a group of 
city's filmmakers leaded by the Film Awards Association described the local film industry as 
                                                 
3 Arjun Appadurai (1996) : Modernity at Large : Cultural Dimensions of Globalization, University of 
Minnesota Press (November 1996) 
4 Edited by Esther M.K. Cheung, Gina Marchetti, and Tan See-Kam (2011) : Hong Kong Screenscapes : 
From the New Wave to the Digital Frontier , Hong Kong University Press 2011 
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a dying and struggling industry and urged the government to take initiative to revive the 
declining local film industry before the demise of Hong Kong Cinema.5  Yet, Hong Kong has 
become home to some of the world’s most famous art fairs, galleries and cultural mega-events. 
Concert halls, arenas and private cultural spaces frequently host international cultural events 
with artists and talents from across the globe. Despite the declining of the commercial cinema, 
the creative community of scaled to a more cutting-edge and artistic taste are actually thriving 
on the contrary. Hong Kong’s important film legacy is continued in a different format.  
 
The Hong Kong International Film Festival ( HKIFF) and the masterminds who runs this 
organization is one of the remarkable member of this screenscape. Being the oldest and the 
most experienced festival of its kind in Asia, it will celebrate its 40th anniversary in 2016. It 
seems apposite to cast our mind back to review at the ways in which HKIFF had developed 
and transformed.   
 
As Cindy Wong observed, Asian film festivals ‘have generally occupied a second tier in 
global prestige despite the growth of their cinematic industries and critical evaluation’. 6 
Film festivals in Asia are still given insufficient scholarly attention. This article aims to 
record and investigate one of the most respected and most visited Asian film festival by 
outlining its milestones, landmarks and turning points over the past 40 years. It will 
examine the organizational structure of the HKIFF thus its transformation before and after 
the reunification of Hong Kong. The emergence of privatization of HKIFF in the 20th 
century will be one of our focal point which had made fundamental influences to its 
management style. From the macroscopic perspective such as its aims and objective and 
operational system, to a microscopic angle to its programming decision, cooperate 
partnership and human relations matters, this report aims to depict a solid picture of the 
modification, development and influences by HKIFF’s privatization and it’s influences to 
organize the festival.  
 
The paper will also highlight practices for managing and leading cultural events which are 
echoed to the creative city concept, such as integrating the relations between the festival 
and its massive list of events which provide talking points and networking opportunities ; 
multi-purposes screenings including those requires commercial-driven ticket-selling and 
those curated for public, and the film festival circuit. By the case study of HKIFF, we 
strives to understand the correlation between the creative milieus to a city’s policy-making 
                                                 
5 Vivienne Chow, Filmmakers call on government to save dying Hong Kong cinema, Entertainment, South 
China Morning Post, 27 February 2013 (http://www.scmp.com/news/hong-
kong/article/1159288/filmmakers-call-government-save-dying-hong-kong-cinema)  
 
6 Wong, Cindy (2008): Producing Film Knowledge, Producing Films: Festivals in a New World , paper 
presented at the annual meeting of the International Communication Association, TBA, Montreal, Quebec, 
Canada. 
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in the cultural sector. We will also investigate how Hong Kong as a city define and 
constructed its identity, in both economically and culturally constructed through festivals. 
Furthermore, we will take a closer look into the dynamics between non-government 
cultural organizations and the government which may give us some insight on the future 
direction of how to run a sustainable cultural organization in Hong Kong.  
 
In what follows, I will first set the stage and outline the history of the festival I will then 
categorize and explore major changes and transformations of the festival, stressing the 
role of film festival as creative clusters in Hong Kong’s evolving transnational framework 
both locally and regionally. Finally, this essay collectively seek to throw light on the social 
significances of cultural agencies, from the taste-making to film culture proportioning , 
and from an edgy ‘event for nerds’7 to a vibrant carnival event, and from personal taste to 
the struggle by the market. This essay hopes to provide a platform for further discussion 
of Hong Kong cultural organization by offering an in-depth overview on HKIFF’s efforts 
and visions at the battle with the commercial mainstream cinema, audiences and the 
government authority.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
7 Mentioned in the Foreword by Li Cheuk-to (2013) in The 37th Hong Kong International Film Festival 
Catalogue: “Once , there was the age of innocence when film festivals were platforms for the exchange of 
ideas rather than commodities. For cineastes, the film festival is their Mecca. The popular press sneered at 
it as an event for nerds, which was just as well; it spared the organizers from laying out the red carpet to 
try to please everybody. But with privatization and the unforgiving wheel of commercialization, the 
HKIFF, like every other film festival on this planet found itself caught in the whirlwind.” 
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Methodology 
 
This article was based on a capstone partnership between Master of Social Science in 
Media, Culture and Creative Cities (MCCC) and the Hong Kong International Film 
Festival Society Limited (HKIFFS). The contributions of the data in this article are 
subdivided into two parts. Frist, interviews with festival programmers and administrators. 
Interviews and discussions was conducted for a Master’s dissertation that focuses on the 
film festival’s programming policy, transformations, milestones and thus its difficulties 
along its 40 years long history of development. The purpose of these interviews was to 
respond to research questions related to HKIFFS’s approach to its identity shaping, 
programming criterion, and any other complex and multiple factors that may influences 
and constructs the festival. 
 
In order to explore these questions, three meetings were conducted in late 2014 to early 
2015, on 4 November, 2014, 12 November 2014 and 10 February 2015 respectively. 
Interviewees includes the current Artistic Director of HKIFF, Mr Li Cheuk-to , and the 
Curator of HKIFF and the Director of Hong Kong – Asia Film Financing Forum Forum 
Director Mr. Geoffrey Wong. These meeting was conducted at HKIFFS office locates in 
Millennium City 3, a commercial building in Kwun Tong, Hong Kong with the 
supervision and moderation by Dr. C.H. Ng. Qualitative research method was applied in 
order to obtain rigorous comments and opinions by the experts who have hands-on 
experienced on curating and managing the festival. Despite of the controversies over the 
corporatization of HKIFFS over the past decades, interviews with insider from the festival 
provides a glimpse into this little known festival by giving comments to questions and 
debates as the event’s cinematic impact in the global film festival circuit as well as the 
movie industry in Hong Kong, and the practical organizational challenges of facilitating 
a massive cultural event. 
  
Second, qualitative research method was applied in reviewing the HKIFF annual 
catalogue ( also known as the ‘bible’ of the festival according to Li and Wong’s description) 
from the 2nd HKIFF in 1978 to the 39th HKIFF in 2015. Data are being allocated into five 
categories under five tabs on the excel file attached as Appendix I. The first category is 
Human Resource, in which names and position of staff of HKIFF was listed on a yearly 
basis. In the year of 2002 and 2007, restructuring was occurred and marked with headers 
of newly added positions. The second category is the Movie Category. Screening sections 
of each year’s festival was marked on a yearly basis with corresponding information, such 
as the number of countries that the films are originated from, total number of the entire 
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festival and the number of films of each category, days of festivals, etc. New categories 
was labeled in red on the list to indicate each year’s new establishment. The third section 
was Special Articles. Articles such as a critics’ introduction of a specific filmmakers, 
dedication to a respectable filmmakers or tributes to filmmakers that was passed away, etc. 
were occasionally published together with the festival catalogues. Topics of articles were 
listed with the name of the author on a yearly basis in two parts. This section was divided 
into two parts according to the years of publications. The first part was the articles 
published on the Hong Kong Cinema Retrospective Catalogues from 1978 to 2000. And 
the second part was the articles published on the general festival catalogue from 2002 to 
2015. The fourth section was Publications & Events which listed all the past festival 
catalogues and the free exhibition, seminars and forum held during the festival on a yearly 
basis. And lastly, the fifth part listed out the sponsors of the film festival. Sponsorships 
were observed to be started from the year of 2002 when the festival’s corporatization 
proceeded. The title of each sponsor partner, if there’s any, was also indicated in the list 
to understand the relations between the festival with private units. Due to limited resources 
from the universities’ library and restriction of time, data from the following years are not 
included in this article: 1979-1981, 1983-1985, 1987, 1989-1991, and 2000-2001.  
 
The interviews were the foundation of this study. Further qualitative information were 
used as supplementary resources in order to reflect and compared with the objective 
comments delivered by the programmers. 
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History and Origin of HKIFF 
 
To track the root of film festival in Hong Kong, one must understand the background of 
film festivals. Film festival is not only limited to local or national production, but includes 
transnational influences and international presences. Europe is the cradle of film festivals. 
It was initiated by the needs of the post-war era that cities in Europe are graving for rapid 
development preceding World War II. The European film festivals were first started as 
showcases of national cinemas. Later on, festivals underwent a period of independent 
transformation in which festivals operated as protectors of the cinematic arts as well as 
the facilitators of the film industry. 8 Despite the origin of its European roots, the 
positioning of film festival is unavoidably being considered together with its relations with 
the mainstream cinema. By emphasizing other, one may able to define its own self-identity 
by the differences and divergences. 9In regards to the global scale point of view, European 
cinemas have been often viewed and compared with in opposition to Hollywood, which 
are highly anticipated as the mainstream taste-maker. 10  European cinemas and film 
festivals are often inclined with high arts or high culture while its Hollywood counterparts 
is the mass entertainment culture. In order to remain the taste of the European cinema, 
they are mostly subsidized unit where the government will offer financial supports to help 
sustain its business against the box-office cinema from Hollywood. Meanwhile, the 
filmmakers, auteurs and independent producers promoted in the European cinema was 
often positioned as a contradictory representatives to the Hollywood filmmakers and 
movie stars, together with their different marketing and public relations strategies. The 
starting stage of HKIFF was similar to the first two phases of the above mentioned 
European roots in the 1970s. 
  
In the last century, Hong Kong films, whether commercial films, art films or the re-
make/re-interpretation of classics from the past have received wide recognition in Asia 
region as well as in the West. Films made in Hong Kong and East Asia triumph at festivals 
around the world with positive feedbacks and innovative aspirations. The region is 
becoming the factory of the liveliest and evolving film marketplace. The need on sourcing 
new popular and art house Asian films for local, western and international audiences has 
grown rapidly.  
 
                                                 
8 Marijke De Valck (2007) : Film Festivals : From European Geopolitics to Global Cinephilia , Amserdam 
University Press, 2007 
9 Refer to Edward Said’s Orientalism. Oleg Grabar, Edward Said, Bernard Lewis (1982)  : Orientalism: An 
Exchange", New York Review of Books, Vol. 29, No. 13. 12 August 1982. Accessed 4 January 2010. 
10 Extract from the concluding conference of the “ Cinema Europe/Media Europe” research project 
( Amsterdam, 23-25 June 2005) 
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Founded by the Urban Council of Hong Kong, the HKIFF as launched in 1976. It was one 
of the key British colonial government decision and outpost in its cultural and leisure 
services under Governor MacLehose. It was initiated by Paul Yeung, a local Chinese 
official of the British Colony government which responsible for cultural programmes 
hosted by the Urban Council in Hong Kong.11 The starting aim of the festival was to 
provide leisure solutions and entertaining activities for local audience. The Foreword on 
the 2nd anniversary Hong Kong International Film Festival Year book mentioned its 
objective and its prevalent belief is that the festival should always be related to Hong 
Kong’s special and specific environment. That is the Festival should present exhibitions 
and screening which exemplify Hong Kong’s film industry or areas of interest from which 
we can learn and progress.12 They bring in acclaimed foreign films to local producers, 
filmmakers and cinephiles who might not have the opportunities to see them in 
mainstream cinemas. This objective offer guidance on their programming choices. On the 
one hand, programmers opted for films by directors whose names may not be familiar to 
Hong Kong but whose importance has been well established elsewhere. On the other, films 
by better known directors from other countries, which may find their own way to Hong 
Kong cinemas have thus become secondary to a large proportion of the selection. We 
could see that the festival platform perform a vital public service in which the market and 
ticket-selling should not be their prior concern. 
 
HKIFF also serviced the needs of the Chinese transnational cinema community by offer a 
neutral platform and meeting point for filmmakers, producers and actors from Asia. It was 
the very first organization who introduce and encourage filmmakers from mainland China 
and Taiwan to display its films to the international audiences. It inspired the programming 
and production of many other movie projects that emerged across Asia, and even the 
international markets throughout the 90s.  
 
By the rising popularity and visibility, HKIFF budget had rose from 100 thousands Hong 
Kong dollars in 1977 to around 6.7 million Hong Kong dollar in 1996.13 As claimed by 
the South Korean programmer on The Pusan International Festival, South Korean Cinema 
and Globalization, Soo Jeong Ahn described film festival as a convergence point of 
national and international cultural, political and economic flows sweeping into and across 
the society.14 Despite of the rising fame and reputation, like other counterparts in the 
movie industry of Hong Kong, the festival was influenced by the political agenda of 1997 
                                                 
11 Cheung, Ruby (2009) : ‘Cooperatising a Film Festival : Hong Kong’, in FFY1 : The Festival Circuit, 
99-115. 
12 Foreword, The 2nd Anniversary Hong Kong International Film Festival Catalogue, 1978 
13 Dina Iordanova : East Asia and Film Festivals : Transnational Clusters for Creativity and Commerce, 
Film Festival Yearbook 3 : Film Festivals and East Asia St Andrew Film Studies, 2011. 
14 Soo Jeong Ahn (2011) : The Pusan International Festival, South Korean Cinema and Globalization, 
Hong Kong University Press (December 6, 2011) 
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Handover to China, and start to consider its restructuring. Meanwhile, when film festivals 
thus its festival circuit around the globe is facing a massive spread in the 1980s, film 
festivals had experienced a third phase which the festival is intensively professionalized 
and institutionalized.  
 
As Curtin mentioned, “Hong Kong‘s fortunes as a media capital began to wane at the very 
moment when the 1997 handover of sovereignty presented a host of uncertainties”.15 At 
the same time, Hong Kong also hit by a severe financial crisis that the whole South East 
Asia region had serious backlash for the aftermath. Before the handover, the financial 
sources of the festival was from the Urban Services Department. In the year of 1997, the 
Leisure and Cultural Services Department took over the responsibility for two years from 
1998 to 1999 under the Provisional Urban Council of Hong Kong. It was latterly took up 
to a statutory unit under the government, the Hong Kong Arts Development Council 
(HKADC).  
 
Along those years when HKIFF run as a governmental unit, the whole expenses and 
budget was came from the government. HKIFF was run under a public funding model 
while management of the festival needed not to worry about any financial issues. Despite 
this benefit, the government thus became so powerful that could actually interfere the 
operation of the film festival. Also, the operation of the festival run as a contract-based 
project while people who had their hands-on the operations of the festival do not have the 
core control with a long-term development plan over the festival. In the Foreword wrote 
by the Artistic Director of the festival, Li Cheuk-to mentioned about his anxiety and 
concern on HKIFF‘s stability as there was no proper office and equipment installed to 
support the festival. In The year of 2003, the festival started its corporatization plan. 
According to the message by Dr Darwin Chen SBS - Chairman of the Hong Kong Arts 
Development Council (HKADC), ‘the corporatization expect growing dynamism and 
flexibility in the organization, management and operation of the event, with enhanced 
program variety and quality. This revitalized HKIFF will steer Hong Kong closer to its 
vision of becoming the "Capital of Asian Cinema"’. 16 After 28 years of governmental and 
semi-governmental management, the festival went through a two-year-long 
corporatization process and left the administration structure in 2005. Since then, a non-
governmental and non-profitable private organization, the Hong Kong International Film 
Festival Society Limited officially manage the film festival until now. The corporatization 
of the festival follows the third phase of the film festival’s historical perspective which 
the staff behind this cultural event demands sufficient knowledge of film and film 
                                                 
15 Curtin, Michael (2007) : Playing to the World’s Biggest Adience : The Globalization of Chinese Film 
and TV, Berkeley : University of California Press. 
16 Message by Dr Darwin Chen SBS , The 28th Anniversary Hong Kong International Film Festival yearly 
Catalogue , 2004 
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management, and thus forms a compact institution of experts and talents. We will further 
discuss 6 major transformations of HKIFF in the following chapters.  
Sense and Sensibility of the masterminds I:  
The expansion of staff vs. The core decision makers 
 
The famous novel by Jane Austin, Sense and Sensibility is one of the most commonly 
analyzed example on two contrasting attitude that the novel’s main characters takes on 
expressing their emotions towards their love one. It were understood as two psychological 
contrast on two distinct person. Along a similar line, we could see the struggle between 
rational decision-making and sensibility of taste happened on the masterminds behind the 
film festival along the years, particularly on the adaptation with the establishment of the 
Hong Kong International Film Festival Society Limited. 
 
Under the period when the film festival was still under the financial supports by the Urban 
Council before 1997, there were only seven official job positions labelled as festival staff. 
It includes the Senior Manager, the Program Co-ordinator /Editor for the Hong Kong 
Cinema Retrospective section, Managers, Assistant Managers, English Editor and 
Assistant Editor for the Hong Kong Cinema Retrospective section and several openings 
for Festival Assistants. There are three positions exceptionally opened for the Hong Kong 
Cinema Retrospective section which could shed lights on the importance of this category 
to us nowadays.  
 
According to an interview with Li Cheuk-to with Ruby Cheung, Li responded and 
explained the relations between the human resources arrangement with their operations of 
the festival. 17As he mentioned in the interview, the core programming has always been 
done by a small group of talents at the HKIFF with similar names years by years. Mr 
Albert Lee, Mr Law Kar, Mr Lo Tak Sing and Li Cheuk-to himself had been taking over 
the programming tasks from the establishment of the festival to the early 90s.18 They had 
been sharing and performing programming decisions besides a designated position 
specialized for the Hong Kong Cinema Retrospective section. Until the year of 1998, new 
positions established as programmers was divided into three specific categories including 
the Hong Kong Cinema Retrospective, International Cinema and Asian Cinema. 
 
The business operational staff, on the other hand, did not play such a vital role before the 
privatization. Apart from the core members who performed managing and editing tasks 
for the festival, there are a separate division namely the ‘Publicity and Promotion’ which 
recruited three to five staffs under this division. According to the interview, Li also pointed 
                                                 
17 Ruby Cheung (2010) : “We believe in “Film as art” An Interview with Li Cheuk-to, Artistic Director of 
the Hong Kong International Film Festival ( HKIFF) 
18 Please refer to the appendix 1.1- Human Resources  
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out a disadvantage regarding to the human resources arrangement under the period while 
HKIFF was run under government. When the film festival was run as a unit under the 
government, Li claimed that the role of, for examples, marketing, public relations, 
administration and accounting, were performed by full-time government personnel who 
were not only responsible for the tasks and duties of the film festival, however, also took 
care of other leisure and cultural activities. On one hand, it is related to the fact that there 
was no financial concern while the festival was run by government grant. “If the 
government grant was higher than our expenditure, the surplus would go back to the 
Treasury. If we overspent, the government would grant us the extra amount to cover the 
cost depending on our explanation” described by Li. There was no reason and incentive 
for the festival staff to search for extra income sources. Also, there was not necessary to 
promote and perform any special public relations activities to increase the popularity or 
sponsorship for more financial supports. 
 
Since corporatization in 2002, it is obvious that a gigantic change had been applied to the 
human resources management of the film festival. From 2002 to 2006, besides of the 
Programmers, editors and general management positions, positions of non-programming 
tasks such as Film-trafficking co-ordinator , Hospitality officer , Public Relation Officer, 
Sponsorship Officer and Ticketing Officer were clearly listed as part of the festival staff 
list.19 These positions composed up to half of the entire festival staff. In the year of 2007, 
we can observed that the organization had paid a lot more emphasis on Administrative 
Staff, Business Development Staff and its Operations and Marketing Staff, while they 
were listed together with the Artistic Staff as HKIFFS Staff on their year book.20 In terms 
of the number of staff among these four divisions, Artistic Staff and the Operations and 
Marketing unit are with the most number of staff. Take 2014 as the most updated example, 
there were 21 artistic staff and 23 staff from the Operation and Marketing unit.  
 
Li had explained the advantages of privatization regarding to its manpower allocation 
during the interview. Since leaving the governmental structure, all employee were no 
longer part-time staff with other leisure nor cultural duties. While HKIFFS had the 
complete control and ownership with their staff members, they can be more focused on 
dealing with festival-related tasks. They can also be a lot more captious in the process of 
recruiting as the employee they are looking for are only require to take care of festival 
related jobs. It will help reinforce the effectiveness of the organization. Moreover, as 
claimed by Li, some of the jobs from the festivals may not need a year-round staff member. 
For instance, film traffic co-ordinators are employed on a temporary basis instead of a 
permanent nor a yearly contract. Last but not least, the full control over recruiting and 
                                                 
19 Refer to the Festival Staff list in the 28th Hong Kong International Film Festival catalogue. 
20 Refer to the Festival Staff list in the 38th Hong Kong International Film Festival catalogue 
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financing creates incentives and positive pressure on staff while they constantly need to 
brainstorm ideas and solutions for other income sources. Having said that, the government 
still subsidies the festival by the method of in-kind sponsorship, in which an annual 
amount of money was annually offering as well as providing discount on renting venues 
for screenings or any related events under government properties. Yet, the incentive of 
seeking for more publicity and financial opportunities may backfire. We will further 
discuss on its influences in the following chapters on the transformation of programming. 
 
Although the number of staff from the Artistic department is similar to the number from 
the Operations and Marketing department, one may notice that the total staff working for 
business related tasks outreached significantly with the Artistic staff. Taking the most 
updated year as an example, the staff list in 2014 showed that there was 37 employees 
from the three business development units including the Administrative Staff, Business 
Development Staff and Operations and Marketing Staff. Comparing to 21 staff form the 
Artistic department, employees who were responsible for business-oriented tasks are 76% 
more than employees who were responsible for decision-making.  
 
One may took the proportion of its employees’ tasks nature orientation as one of the 
evidence of the dark side of privatization. A documentary shown in the 39th Hong Kong 
International Film Festival depicted a similar concern while pursuing of financial incomes 
among creative workers in a cultural organization may influenced the role played by 
public institutions, museums, and art itself to the society. The Great Museum (Das grosse 
Museum) took audiences behind the scenes at Kunsthistorisches Museum at Vienna and 
uncovered the hidden disadvantages that a museum could face while employee’s main 
concern was to find financial supports, instead of making wise decisions on acquiring the 
best quality art pieces or curating meaningful artistic projects. 21 
By looking closely with the names in the artistic staff list, however, offers another 
perspective when it comes to the point of the power of decision making. Despite the big 
expansion and rapid changes of their staff list, the core members from its programming 
team, in the contrary, remains as the same group of people. Li Cheuk-to, the Artistic 
Director and the leading mind of the Artist Staff team of HKIFF is a veteran of the film 
festival programming for example. He joined the film festival in way before the 
privatization in 1982 when he was originally responsible for the ‘Hong Kong Cinema 
Retrospective’ section. In the 90s, he took over a general managerial role and focus on the 
long-tern development and curating the programs under International Cinema section. He 
was also the former editor of the Film Biweekly. Another major programmer of the HKIFF 
and the curator of the film festival, Geoffrey Wong also equipped with rich experiences in 
                                                 
21 Chou Hung (2015) : BoWuGuan YingYun Er San Shi ( An movie review on documentaries related to 
museums ), Sing Tao Daily, Culture Page, 17 March 2015  (http://www.hkaaa.org.hk/?a=doc&id=12938)  
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the movie industry. He joined the HKIFF since 1997 starting with programming matters 
under the Asian Cinema section. From 2007 onwards, he was also the founding director 
of the Hong Kong – Asia Film Financing Forum (HAF) which international well-received 
filmmakers such as Brillante Mendoza, Bong Jungho, Tsai Ming Liang, and Kiyoshi 
Kurosawa were once supported.22 No matter how diverse and massive the size of the 
HKIFFS staff list was, the central brains behind each programming decision remains 
controlled under the same group of talents. It is steadfastly that the size of a film festival 
does not directly equivalent to the need on shifting its management power as well as its 
decision-making power. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
22 Refer to the bio from : http://www.yaleclubhk.org/event_details.aspx?id=251 
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Sense and Sensibility of the masterminds II:  
Mission and Vision vs. The fame of carnival-like festival circuit 
 
According to the second meeting with Li Cheuk-to and Geoffrey Wong, they both stressed 
and indicated the authoritativeness of the programmers among other staff in the 
organization. All sorts of promotional plans such as the marketing strategies, guest lists 
for sub-festival events and red-carpet events could not outshine the programming line-up 
of the film festival.  
 
By looking closely at the Foreword of the film festival yearly catalogues, simultaneously, 
offers hints and evidence to their argument when it comes to the objective and assertion 
by the programmers in regards to make balance between the market needs and personal 
artistic judgement. Li Cheuk-to’s foreword in the 24th Hong Kong International Film 
Festival Catalogue also shed lights on their determination on their programming decision. 
As Li has argued, one of the aim of the festival in promoting film culture, is not simply to 
cultivate talents for the local creative industries, but rather driven by the belief of that the 
pride and character of a city and its citizens are inextricably entwined with their 
appreciation of arts.23 Jacob also indicated his dedication in cinematic arts and taste. In 
2005, as the curator of the film festival which was firstly introduced as a non-government 
limited, Jacob wrote the followings in its Introduction:  
 
“In these days of neo-liberal imperialism, purists, the real advocates of diversity, 
are everywhere and in every department of human activities, on the retreat. As the 
world gleefully continues on its descent to become one Global Shopping Mall of 
hopelessly mediocre products, I am, therefore, especially moved every time I come 
across a film that takes a stand for high cinematic art, or a filmmaker who thinks 
culture should be a force for change.” 
 
Film festivals, just like any other cultural products, was subjected to major 
transformations facing the fierce global competition with more and more up-and-coming 
festivals in the region. The Pusan International Film Festival, for instances, is one of the 
typical rival to HKIFF which tried to made its stage entrance when Hong Kong was in a 
chaotic environment in the uncertainty and anxieties of the overwhelmed political 
transformation in 1996. Yet, Jacob’s priority was given to strong conviction to pursue high 
cinematic art and believe in filmmakers’ courage in making a difference, even when the 
festival structure was just overly re-shuffled. In the most updated film festival in 2014, Li 
                                                 
23 Foreword, the 28th Hong Kong International Film Festival yearly catalogue.  
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Cheuk-to’s explanation on the absence of Jacob’s foreword also upholds the importance 
of independent visions as programmer of film festival. Unlike other curators of the festival, 
Jacob’s forewords had been using pithy quotations from 2009 onwards. As explained by 
Li, it was his intension to set up against globalization’s tidal waves and their attendant 
falling off in taste and quality.24 And in the year of 2014, he simply stop writing any, as if 
it is a silent strike to his disappointment in the battle of his artistic pursue versus the 
moderate taste of its audiences.  
 
A similar criterion was claimed again in the interview by Ruby Cheung with Li Cheuk-to 
in 2010.He response to Ruby’s question on the criteria of his programming choices with 
their believe in ‘film as art’. He indicated that the programming team choose films mainly 
based on movies’ artistic value. It is also important to consider the significance of the 
subject matter and whether it can resonate with the audiences in Hong Kong. The 
commercial values comes second after the consideration on the artistic merit of the film. 
Commercial cinema may take it for granted that popular films should be screens with a 
bigger screen with a larger sum of audience. Li, however, argued that certain films may 
still successfully get their justice and being scheduled in large theatre if the subject matters 
is good and the artistic quality is sufficient enough.  
 
Additionally, the transformation of the movie categories of the film festival provides 
evidences on their arguments. In the past decades, the scale of the festival grown rapidly 
when new categories were created to attract a wider range of audience. In the year of 2003, 
for instance, three international competitions were newly established including the 
Firebird Awards for Young Cinema, Asian DV Competition and the Humanitarian Awards 
for Documentaries.25On one hand, the launch of competitions provide new pathways and 
encourage films and filmmakers to participate in their festival, as well as offering platform 
for audiences to watch their products. On the other hand, competition can also boost up 
the red-carpet atmosphere of the festival by creating talking points and reporting angle to 
press. The ‘In Focus’ section was another iconic section while the festival had shift from 
picking an international filmmakers to spotlight on a local talent since 1999. Director Ann 
Hui, filmmaker Jeff Lau and actor Andy Lau, for instance, were highlighted in the festival 
with event “ Face to face with” which were often described as a big plus for publicity. Yet, 
the glitziest events and eye-catchy section were not the main concern for the programmers. 
Li Cheuk-to explained and clarified on the debates about the festival embracing 
mainstream taste from the interview. He was not surprise about the controversies. On the 
contrary, he and the festival were grateful about gaining more attention from the public. 
HKIFF had gradually established a more accessible and friendly image while more 
                                                 
24 Foreword, the 38th Hong Kong International Film Festival yearly catalogue. 
25 Please refer to Appendix 1.4 - Movie Category  
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audience are willing to buy ticket to the festival, unlike the old days while it was an event 
with a nerdy image with niche audience. He further explained the reason of the 
controversies by the sky-rocketing development and the massive scale of the festival’s 
program. Art house films and filmmakers with non-mainstream style were still the staple 
of the HKIFF’s rundown, moreover, with a larger number of films and a much diverse 
types of selections. Experimental works such as those categorized in the Avant Garde 
section and the juvenile production about youth issues in the I See It My Way section were 
some of the example of their new attempts. It is a undoubtedly fact that the festival was 
also showing a lot more mainstream movies and acquiring more premiere titles for The 
Gala Presentation section. Yet, it is the marketing strategy to attract more eyeballs with 
those easy-to-sale titles. Also, mass media have played an important role in constructing 
this fake impression of HKIFF, while the mainstream movie production of Hong Kong is 
diminishing at the same time. It is not programmer’s intension to commercialize the 
festival. As described by Marijke De Valck, “festival events can thus be seen as flirtatious 
encounters between art and entertainment.” 26 The sociological perspective over high arts 
and low arts 27  may be outdated as the transformation of festivals’ structure proves 
continues success over the past two decades. 
 
Strong disagreement were claimed by Li and Wong, the red-carpetization and the 
reinforcement of the festival circuit are undeniably happening. The global proliferation of 
film festival phenomenon and the rapidly developed competition between festivals around 
the globe forced the festival to search for new solutions and new format to survive. 
Controversies is raising the bar towards topics such as the boundaries between art and 
entertainment, artistic merit and spectacle, and distinction in art taste and commercial 
success. The establishment of Asia Film Award in 2007, the Hong Kong- Asia Film 
Financing Forum and the FILMART added fuel to the debates when the HKIFF’s period 
was increased from 16 days to 23 days. It was considered as a movement of commercial 
concern as the festival could align with the period of other movie events, to further create 
the atmosphere of a “movie month”.  
 
The festival event is a social concentration during which different parties including 
international investors, movie talents and filmgoers are enacted in a public and segregated 
space. According to Greg Richards and Crespi-Valbona’s argument on the “art and urban 
development” perspective on festivals, mega events and cultural activities could be seen 
as a catalyst for urban renewal, attracting tourists and capital investments. Enhancing a 
                                                 
26 Marijke De Valck (2001) : Film Festivals- From European Geopolitics to Global Cinephilia, 
Amsterdam University Press, 2011 
27 Boudieu, P. (1984) Distinction: A Social Critique of the Judgement of Taste, Cambridge, Mass, : 
Harvard University Press. 
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city’s image and creating new jobs.” 28 From the anthropological perspective, film festival 
can provide and create more public spheres while the insiders of the industry as well as 
the public can utilize and enjoy. In addition, however, film festival may lose its balance 
while it was manipulated by the state’s tourism board in driving economic benefits. The 
festival may put in too much attention in pulling off a glamourous lists of events instead 
of investing a equivalent time and money on acquiring high quality films.  
 
A special report was published on the July/August issue of Monocle magazine on 
highlighting special art and culture destinations in Hong Kong. The HKIFF was one of 
the destination promoted on the issue together with a list of arts and cultural organizations, 
such as the Asia Art Archive, Para Site, Fotanian and PMQ. At the last page of this special 
report, one may understand that it was actually a special feature sponsored by Brand Hong 
Kong, a project curated by the Hong Kong Tourism Board with its logo and a slogan of 
‘See How Hong Kong Creatives Transform the City”. 29   
This coverage may not be a sounded evidence on the festival shifting to commercialization. 
However, the ambiguous role of the festival towards the branding effect of the government 
may interfere the independency of the HKIFF society. This is exactly the main reason and 
complaint rose by Li before corporatization of the film festival, ironically. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
28 Crespi-Valbona, Montserrat, and Greg Richards (2007):  “The Meaning of Cultural Festivals: 
Stakeholder Perspectives in Catalunya.” , International Journal of Cultural Policy 13:1, 2007 
29 Destination: Culture, Special Hong Kong Art and Culture Survey, Monocle magazine, July/August 
issue, volume 09, 2015 
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Conclusion: Adding values is a double-edge sword 
 
Robert Shepherd described tourist role in the process of commodification of cultural 
events and social practices with an optimistic appraisal:  
 
Commodification within the sphere of culture is a social fact. However, in speaking 
of this in the context of tourism, we should not be satisfied with simply charting its 
progress and then lamenting what has been lost, since to do so inevitably traps us 
in a desire for a more-perfect and always-lost past. In other words, what is needed 
is less focus on identifying what has been commodified and hence no longer counts 
as ‘authentic’ and more attention on the question of how authenticity is constructed 
and gets decided. It is necessary to speak of competing authenticities, all products 
of particular social forces engaged in a process of cultural (re)invention and 
consumption within the context of existing social relations (cf. Hutnyk, 1996: 9–
11).30 
 
Conventionally, film festival was labeled with an image with the tendency of a niche group 
of audiences with particular cultural, artistic and socio-politic worth. Because of its 
historical and political background, film festivals were once with only one concern, to 
display the best of national films production, or to demonstrate and provide a different 
kind of leisure regardless of its financial sources. As festival did not have to generate 
incomes, artistic merit is their one and only pursue.  
 
At time goes by, film festivals were not just showroom for already-made productions, but 
stage for creative workers from the movie industry to interact, communicate, and 
opportunities seeking. New competitions, financial forum, filmmakers’ conferences and 
red-carpet events were examples and tools to crown honor upon filmmakers, which will 
foster and encourage the local movie industry to grow in a long term. Mass media and 
publicity, on the other hand, contributed substantially to the shaping of the festival circuit. 
Their increasing coverages and involvement will also add extra values to the festival, as 
well as the films and the filmmakers who could make a stand point on the event. From 
this point onwards, the festival was no longer just a platform, but a proactive unit in 
constructing the film culture, defining tastes and setting the agenda to the movie industry.  
 
                                                 
30 Robert Shepherd (2002) : Commodification, culture and tourism , Downloaded from 
http://tou.sagepub.com at SAGE Publications on January 3, 2008 
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It will be conservative to take the economic achievement as the “evil” today. 
Professionalized of film festivals and its sub-related events could perform positive 
influences to different parties including local companies by the format of sponsorship, 
international investors in the format of potential business-seeking, and to local film talents 
by training and funding movies-related educational programs, just to name a few. Also, a 
well-packaged festival could attract and invite the involvement of the general public. The 
audiences of the festival nowadays were different from a classic cinephile, Participants 
may attend the festival for its capacity of offering an international experience. As 
mentioned by Valck, the hypes, the spectacle of stars, the unique entertainment solutions 
and the premieres are just as vital as the art house films.  
 
Yet, one should not forget the disadvantages of the growing popularity of festival. The 
overwhelming red-carpet events may alter the focus of the festival. It may affect the 
allocation of its financial support between business development issues and movie 
acquisitioning. Also, there are potential marginalization of films with a unique artistic 
values and orientation. Movies require artistic knowledge and experiences may get 
subsidized by mainstream films with more potential audiences. After all, film festival 
should be an alternative to the commercial cinema while people could seek for another 
option apart from the mainstream. 
 
Privatization is a commonly seen cultural policy directions in the globe for the past 20 
years. This global trend could be observed from the UK’s former Prime Minister Margaret 
Thatcher’s policy in cultural sector in the 1970s, to Latin American countries, Saharan 
Africa, Asia Pacific and former Soviet-bloc countries. (Hodge 2000). The privatization of 
federal agencies and activities in the US has also been happening for the past two decades. 
Privatization of governmental organizations or government-funded groups has been a 
global phenomenon.  
 
As the oldest film festival in the region, HKIFF is an iconic and meaningful case study 
for arts and cultural organization in shaping its identity. Especially under the fierce 
competition with our Asian counterparts, art and cultural organization may need to seek 
for a new option in its business model. Take film festival as the example, a market-driven 
mega event does not distant itself with the government. On the contrary, an independent 
identity of a cultural organization could actually create more mutual benefits and 
cooperation opportunities between the government with the communities, industries 
practitioners, and most importantly, potential investors. The separation of HKIFF from the 
government did not create conflict with the government policies, however, create a more 
flexible cooperation system with the authorities. 
 
The HKIFF started as a small scale event in its early years when Hong Kong’s film 
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industry was booming in the late 70s to 80s. While Hong Kong was once described as the 
‘Hollywood in the Orient’, the HKIFF was once only a niche entertainment sources for a 
small group of cinephile and movie goers. However, the positions of the local film 
industry and the film festivals seem to have reversed in the 20th century. When the -
1`124industry was in decline, HKIFF had took a larger role in constructing the reputation 
and taste-making of the city. With the city name as its brand, it is of utmost importance 
for the government and creative workers in the industries to locate the appropriate identity 
for a cultural event by balancing its cultural significances with money making. Cultural 
products are more than just a platform for economic success to the world. It is also a vital 
part of our cultural inheritance. 
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Appendix 1. – Human Resources 
 
Annivers
ary Theme Year
Presente
d by
Venue & 
Ticketing 
Services 
Sponsore
d by ( 
From 
2002)
Festival 
Staff Co-ordinator
Senior 
Manager Manager
Programmer/E
ditor (HK 
Cinema 
Retrospective)
Programmer ( 
International 
Cinema) from 
1998
Programmer ( 
Asian Cinema ) 
from 1998 
Senior 
Assistant 
Managers
Programme Co-
ordicator
Assistant 
manager
Editorial Co-
ordinator English Editor Chinese Editor Assistant Editor
Publicity and 
Promotion
Logistic 
Assistant
( from The 
22nd - 1998)
The  2nd Niil 1978
Urban 
Council
The 6th 
Cantonese Cinema 
Retrospective (1960-69)
1982
Urban 
Council
KK Ho Vivienne Yang
Albert Lee
Cynthia Liu
Shu Kei ( also as 
Editor) 
Leong Mo-ling Stephanie Liu
Vivian Chow
Winnie MY 
Pong
Danny Wu
Wendy SL 
Leung
Kitty HK Yim
The 10th 
Cantonese Melodrama 1950-
1969
1986
Urban 
Council
Albert Lee
Cynthia Liu
Winsome Chow
William Yan
Li Cheuk-to
Mandy Tong
Maggie Pang
Elaine g
Wong Ain-ling Tsang Gar-yin
June Tong
Alfreda Shun
Wendy Tsang
The 12th 
Changes in Hong Kong Sciety 
through Cinema
1988
Urban 
Council
Albert Lee
Lau Yuk-lin
Anthony Chan
Patrick Mok
Li Cheuk-to
George Wong
Maggie Pang
Stephen Teo Alice Chan
Raphael Li
Amy Chu
Eric Ng
The 16th 
Overseas Chinese Figures in 
Cinema
1992
Urban 
Council
Law Kar Jeff Ying
Angela Tong
Betty Leung
Teresa Lee
Kitty Young
Randa Wan
Peggy Wong
Stephen Teo Winnie Fu
Lisi Tang
Nancy Yek
The 17th 
Mandarin Films and Popular 
Songs : 40's-60's
1993
Urban 
Council
Jeff Ying
Angela Tong
Betty Leung
Teresa Lee
Law Kar
Celina Chn
Peggy Wong
Anne Tsai
Sam Ho Karen Lai
Jean Chan
Lisi Tang
Esther Fong
The 18th 
Cinema of Two Cities: Hong 
Kong - Shanghai
1994
Urban 
Council
Law Kar Betty Leung
Angela Tong
Celina Chin
Teresa Lee
Law Kar
Alex Cheung
Peggy Wong
Cindy Chan Dorothy Wong
Jean Chan
Lisi Tang
Esther Fong
The 19th 
Early Images of Hong Kong & 
China
1995
Urban 
Council
Law Kar Lo Tak-sing
Angela Tong
Celina Chin
Teresa Lee
Law Kar
Alex Cheung
Serene Lai
Christina Cheuk
Stephen Teo Emily Lo
Jean Chan
Lisi Tang
Esther Fong
The 20th 
The Restless Breed : Cantonese 
Stars of the Sixies
1996
Urban 
Council
Lo Tak-Sing
Angela Tong
Celina Chin
Joyce Mok
Law Kar
Alex Cheung
Serene Lai
Christina Cheuk
Stephen Teo Emily Lo
Gabriel Tong
Jouce Cheung
Gary Tsang
Esther Fong
The 21st Fifty Years of Electric Shadows 1997
Urban 
Council
Law Kar Lo Tak-Sing
Richie Lam
Christina Cheuk
Alex Cheung
Serene Lai
Stephen Teo Winnie Fu
The 22nd
Transcending the Times : King 
Hu & Eileen Chang
1998
Provision
al Urban 
Law Kar
Richie Lam
Christina Cheuk
Law Kar Li Cheuk-to Jacob Wong
Gloria Chan
Serene Lai
Stephen Teo 
(HK Cinema 
Lisbeth Ku(HK 
Cinema 
Gabriel Tong
Joyce Cheung
Cheung Sik-
hang
The  23rd
Hong Kong New Wave - Twenty 
Years After
1999
Provision
al Urban 
Lo Tak-sing
Alice Chan
Christina Cheuk
Law Kar Li Cheuk-to Jacob Wong
Gloria Chan
Serene Lai
Evelyn Chan
Stephen Teo 
(HK Cinema 
Ho Wai-leng
Anita Yeung(HK 
Cinema 
Hessler Lee
Elsa Wong
Jasmine Lee
Cheung Sik-
Privitization Year
Presente
d by
Venue & 
Ticketing 
Services 
Sponsore
d by ( 
From 
2002)
Special 
Sponsor
HKIFF is 
a 
Founding 
event of 
Entertain
ment 
Expo
Festival 
Staff
Director
General 
Manager
Programmers manager
Assistant 
Managers
English Editor
Chiense Editor ( 
HK Panorama)
Technical Co-
ordinator
Arts Officer
Editorial Co-
ordinator
Festival 
Assistants
Others
HK-Asia 
Screenings
Director Manager
The 26th 2002
Hong 
Kong Arts 
Develop
ment 
Council
Leisure 
and 
Cultural 
Services 
Departm
ent
Peter Tsi Li Cheuk-to
Freddie Wong
Jacob Wong
Jannie Ma
Adaniel Tam
Crystal Wong
Maggie Lee Bono Lee Arthur Wong Harriet Sin
Lau Ngai-ling
Betty Lau
Vivien Leung
Grace Yim
Idy Lai
Jasmine Choi
Michael Lee
Christine Liu
Veronica Keung
Janice Ng
Amy Chan
Wouter 
Barendrecht
Ivy Ho
The 27th 2003
Hong 
Kong Arts 
Develop
ment 
Council
Leisure 
and 
Cultural 
Services 
Departm
ent
Peter Tsi Li Cheuk-to
Freddie Wong
Jacob Wong
Jannie Ma
Daniel Tam
Ivy Shiau
Maggie Lee
Patrick Suen ( 
Assistant 
Editor)
Arthur Wong
Hung Man-ling
Jan Lam
Veronica Keung
Ellen Ko
Vivien Leung
Ann Chan
Esther Chan
Administrative 
Assistants ( 5) 
The 28th 2004
Hong 
Kong Arts 
Develop
ment 
Council
Leisure 
and 
Cultural 
Services 
Departm
ent
Peter Tsi Li Cheuk-to
Freddie Wong
Jacob Wong
Jannie Ma
Daniel Tam
Ivy Shiau
Maggie Lee Bono Lee
Kevin Ip ( 
Editorial Co-
ordinator)
Film Traffic Co-
ordinators (2)
Hospitality 
Officers ( 2)
Public Relation 
Officer (1)
Sponsorship 
Officer (1)
Technical 
Officer (1)
Ticketing 
Officer (2)
IT Officer 91)
Logistoc Officer 
(1)
Administrative 
Assiatants (2)
Clerk (1) 
The 29th Slogan : Let's move! 2005
Hong 
Kong Arts 
Develop
ment 
Council
Leisure 
and 
Cultural 
Services 
Departm
ent
Peter Tsi ( 
Executive 
Director) 
Li Cheuk-to ( 
Artistic 
Director)
Jannie Ma
Curators : 
Freddie Wong
Jacob Wong
Raymond 
Phathanavirang
oon
Ho Wai Leng Nose Chan
Amelia Chiang
Phyllis MAK
Adminstratiativ
e Assistants: 
Mike 
Lam,Susan 
Leung, Ivan 
Wan, Mimi 
Woo
Film Delivery 
Assistant: Lau 
Kwok Kui, To 
Ying Kit
Festival Helper: 
Cathy Lam, 
Samantha Liu
Programme 
Officer : 
Beatrice Chan 
Marketing 
Officer : Manir 
Chan
Development 
Officer : 
Raymond 
Yeung   
Accounting 
Officer : Angus 
Choi
Administration 
Officer: Iris 
Cheung
Film Traffic Co-
or: Emila Tsoi, 
Pete Yeung
Hospitality 
Officier: Cedric 
Chan, Leo 
KWAN, hORACE 
lEUNG
Logistics 
Officer: Rachel 
Ip
The 30th 2006
Hong 
Kong Arts 
Develop
ment 
Council
Leisure 
and 
Cultural 
Services 
Departm
ent
HBO ( 
Annivers
ary 
Sponsor)
Peter Tsi 
(Executive)
Li Cheuk-To 
(Artistic)
Curators : 
Freddoe Wong 
/ Jacob Wong
Administration 
Director : 
Jannie Ma
Programme 
Manager : 
Beatrice Chan
Development 
Manager : 
Raymond 
Yeung
Accounting 
fficer : Dorothy 
Chan
Administration 
Officers : Iris 
Cheung
Mike Lam
Raymond 
Phathanavirang
oon
Ho Wai Leng
Editorial Co-or : 
Wong 
Ching/Wong Ka 
Mei
Technical 
OFFICER : May 
Leung/Ivan 
Wan
Film Traffic Co-
ordinators (2)
Guest Officier 
(2)
Hospitality 
Officers ( 2)
Marketing 
Officer (3)
Marketing 
Logistics Officer 
(1)
Events Officer 
(1)
Ticketing 
Officer (1)
PR & Press 
Officer 91)
Festival Officer 
(4)
Administrative 
Assiatants (1)
Film Felivery 
Assistant(2) 
The Studies of HKIFF: An Overview of a Burgeoning Field of its establishment in the current years 
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Year
Presente
d by
Venue & 
Ticketing 
Services 
Sponsore
d by ( 
From 
2002)
Special 
Sponsor
HKIFF is 
a 
Founding 
event of 
Entertain
ment 
Expo
Festival 
Staff
Director
Artistic 
Staff藝術人員
Administrative 
Staff行政人員
Marketing 
Staff市場推廣
人員
Operational 
Staff營運人員
Design and 
Production設
計製作
Hospitality & 
Volunteers 
Staff ( For 2009, 
33rd ONLY)
2012 : Business 
Development 
Staff
HAF 
Staff香港亞洲
投資會工作人
員
Asian Film 
Awards (AFA) 
Staff　亞洲電
影大獎工作人
員 ( no division 
since 2011, the 
35th)
Managing 
Team決策小組
Creative 
Team創作小組
Staff工作人員
Programme 
Production節
目製作
Operation 
Team執行小組
Marketing & PR 
Staff ( from 
2008, 32th) 
Media 
Contaccts  ( 
from 2008, 
32th)  ( from 
2008, 32th) 
The 31st 2007
Hong 
Kong Arts 
Develop
ment 
Council
Leisure 
and 
Cultural 
Services 
Departm
ent
Chopard Y
Executive 
Director : Peter 
TSI
Artistic Director 
: Li Cheuk-to
Curator : Jacob 
Wong
Programme 
Manager : 
Beatric Chan
Chinese Editor: 
Ho Wai Leng
English Editor 
Gary 
McDonogh
Programme/Edi
torial Co-
ordinator : 
Bede Cheng
Editorial Co-
ordinator: Alvin 
Tse
Creative 
Consultant : 
Athena Tsui
Administration 
Director : 
Jannie Ma
Accounting 
Officer : 
Dorothy Chan
Executive 
Officer : Cecilia 
Tse
Office 
Administrator : 
Janet Chan
Admin & 
Accounting 
Assistant : May 
Tai
Office 
Assistant" Law 
Chung Tak
Senior 
Marketing 
Manager : 
Jennifer Lee
Business 
Development 
Manager : 
Vickie Chan
Marketing 
Offier : Jenny 
Leung
Marketing 
Logistics 
Officer: DaN 
Cahn
Event Co-
ordinator : 
Hiroshi 
Fukazawa
PR & Press 
Officer : Karry 
Yu
PR & Press 
Officer : Jason 
Chu
Public Relations 
Officer : Grace 
Film Delivery 
Assistant: Chui 
Chiu Hon; Fung 
TzE Sun; Jason 
Yau; Sin Lok 
Hang
Graphic Design: 
Stan Ho
Deign and 
Producction : 
TonSenga 
Design
HAD Director : 
Jacob Wong
HAF Duputy 
Director : Ivy 
Ho
HAF Manager  
Jacqueline Liu
HAF Scheduling 
Co-ordinator: 
Esther 
Bannenberg
HAF Officer : 
Fanny To
HAF Projecct 
Officer : 
Monnnica 
Wong
HAF Project 
Assistant: Chloe 
Li
Executive 
Director , HKIFF 
: Peter TSI
Artistic Direcot, 
HKIFF : Li Cheuk-
to
Curator, 
HKIFF/HAF 
Director : acob 
Wong
Deputy 
Director, HAF : 
Ivy Ho
Executive 
Producer : 
Lorna Tee
Executuve 
Producer : 
Daniel Yu
Assisrtant 
Director: 
Katherine Lee
Trophy Design: 
William Chang
Music Director : 
Peter Kam
Logo Design: 
Wong Sun-mun
Creative 
Consultant: 
Athena Tsui
Scriptwriter : 
Grady HENDRIX
Production 
Manager : 
Prudence
Event Manager 
: Cindy Yu
Project Co-
ordinator: Mei 
Mei Cheung
Assistant 
Protocol 
Manager: Jan 
Lee
Protocol Co-
ordinator: 
Winnie Lam
Protocol 
Assistant : Elsie 
Lou
Production Co-
ordinator: Jolly 
Cheng
Project 
Assistanat: 
Sammi NG
Project 
Assistant: Karl 
Wu
Producer: Peter 
Chan
Assistant 
Producer: Alice 
Cheung
Lighting 
Designer: Li 
Kwok hoi
Setting 
Designer: Heidi 
Choi
Technical 
Director: Lam 
Shik ki
Production Co-
ordinator: 
Shirley Choi
Lighting and 
Sound: Jazz 
Creative Asia 
Ltd
Stage Setting 
and Production: 
AP Concept & 
Production Ltd
Ruby Chu
Ester Leung
Suey Chan
The 32th 2008
HKIFF 
Society
finanially 
supporte
d by 
Hong 
Kong Arts 
Develop
ment 
Council
Y
Executive 
Director : Albert 
Y.Y. Lee
Artistic Director 
: Li Cheuk-to
Curator : Jacob 
Wong
Programme 
Manager : Bede 
Cheung
Chinese Editor: 
Ho Wai Leng
English Editor 
Gary 
McDonogh
Programme/Edi
torial Co-
ordinator : Alvin 
Tse
Editorial Co-
ordinator: 
Samantha Lui, 
Ellen Ko
Creative 
Consultant : 
Athena Tsui
Film Traffic Co-
ordinater : 
Jessie Kwok; 
Jess Wong
Administration 
Director : Maria 
Cheng
Assistant 
Accounting 
Officer : 
Dorothy Chan
Accounting 
Assistant : May 
Tai
Executive 
Assistant : 
Natalie Wong ; 
Wat Chi tak
Marketing 
Manager : 
Raymond 
YEUNG
Assistant 
Marketing 
Manager : Cara 
Luk; Johnny 
Chau
Marketing 
Executive : 
Fiona Fong
Marketing & PR 
Executive : 
Maggie IP
Marketing 
Logistics 
Officer: Leo 
Wong 
Operations 
Manager : Ivy 
Shiau
Assistant 
Operations 
Manager : 
Geoffrey 
Cheung
Technical co-
ordinator: May 
Leung
Technical 
Officer : 
Michael Lam
 Operations & 
Administration 
Officer: May 
Chan; Roy 
Chan; Yvonne 
Yuen
Hospitality 
Officer : 
Michelle Yeung; 
Vicky IU
Web Editorial & 
Maintenance co-
ordinator : 
Graphic Design: 
Betake Creative 
Group
Deign and 
Producction : 
TonSenga 
Design
HAF Director : 
Jacob Wong
HAF Duputy 
Director : Ivy 
Ho
HAF Manager  
Esther Yeung
International 
Marketing & PR 
Manager : Rosa 
Li 
Hospitality & 
Scheduling 
Supervisor : 
Chang Hsien jen
Assistant 
International 
Marketing & PR 
Manager: 
Candy Chan
HAF Officer : 
Geoffrey Wong
Project Officer : 
Sharon Cheng
Appointment 
Scheduling 
Officer: Choy Ka 
Executive 
Director , HKIFF 
: Albert Y.Y. Lee
Artistic Direcot, 
HKIFF : Li Cheuk-
to
Curator, 
HKIFF/HAF 
Director : acob 
Wong
Deputy 
Director, AFA & 
HAF : Ivy Ho
Senior Projecct 
Manager, AFA : 
Soon En Wong
Manager, AFA : 
Cheryl Lee
NA
Production 
Supervisor : 
Catherin Liu 
Protocol 
Supervisor: Rita 
Chuang
Assistant 
Protocol 
Manager: 
Michelle 
Cheung
Assistant 
Protocol 
Manager : 
Caroline Chang
Production 
Exctuive : Hazel 
Wong
Protocol 
Executive :Ray 
Pang
Project Officer : 
Sharon Cheng
Production 
Officer: Karris 
Chung
Project 
NA
International 
Marketing & PR 
Manager: Rosa 
Li
Assistant 
Marketing & PR 
Manager: 
Candy Chan 
Marketing & PR 
Executive : 
Wing Wong
Marketing & PR 
Executive : 
Foronica Lam
Chinese 
mainland 
Correspondent 
: Du Yang
Japan 
Correspondent: 
Kimura Mariko
Korea 
Correspondent 
: Lee B-won
International 
Correspondent 
: Chris Paton, 
DDA Public 
Relations
Hong Kong PR 
Agent: Perfect 
Advertising & 
Production Co. 
Ltd
The 33th 2009
HKIFF 
Society
Y
Executive 
Director : 
SHAW Soo Wei
Artistic Director 
: Li Cheuk-to
Curator : Jacob 
Wong
Programme 
Manager : Bede 
Cheung
Chinese Editor: 
Ho Wai Leng
English Editor : 
Raymond 
Phathanavirang
oon
Programme/Edi
torial Co-
ordinator : Alvin 
Tse
Editorial Co-
ordinator: Yoki 
Lee, Jamie Ng
Exhibition Co-
ordinator: 
Sharon Lam 
Finance & 
Operations 
Director : 
Jannie Ma
Assistant HR & 
Administration 
Manager: 
Cecilia Tse
Accounting & 
Administration 
Officer : Angus 
Choi
Accounting 
Officer : Mmay 
Tai
Officer: Rita Tse
Executive 
Assistant: 
Natalie Wong
Office Assistant: 
Kidson Mak
Head of 
Marketing: 
Wong Soon En
Deputy Head of 
Marketing : 
David Woo
Senior 
Marketing 
Manager : 
Jacqueline OW
Marketing 
Manager : 
Raymond 
Yeung
Assistant 
Marketing 
Manager : 
Candy Cahn
Assistant Public 
Relations 
Manager: Ruby 
Ko
Marketing 
Executive : 
Joanne Louie
Marketing 
Executive : 
Finance & 
Operations 
Director : 
Jannie Ma
Operations 
Manager : Ivy 
Shiau
Assistant 
Operations 
Manager : 
Geoffrey 
Cheung
Assistant 
tECHNICAL 
mANAGER : 
May Leung
Officer ( 
Screening Co-
ordination) : 
Aric Lung
Officer 
(Screening Co-
ordination) : 
Cheung Ming-
yee
Operation 
Officer : Nose 
Keyart Design: 
Jan Lamb
Deign and 
Producction : 
TonSenga 
Design
Head of 
Marketing : 
Wong Soon En
Protocol 
Supervisor: Rita 
Chuang
Assistant 
Hospitality 
Manager: 
Huang I-ping; 
Katherine 
Wood
Hospitality 
Executive : 
Karen Au ; Kan 
Cheng; Louisa 
Chow
Hospitality 
Assistant : 
Calby Man
HAF Director : 
Jacob Wong
Deputy 
Director,  HAF : 
Ivy Ho
Manager, HAF: 
Regent Lai
HAF Hospitality 
& Business 
Matching 
Supervisor: 
Hsien-jen 
Chang
HAF Officer : 
Iris Cheng; Kolie 
KwanAppointm
ent Scheduling 
Officer: JACKIE 
Chung
HAF Project 
Assistant : 
Derek Ha
AFA Deputy 
Director : Ivy 
Ho
AFA Manager : 
Anissa Tung
AFA Production 
Manager : 
Prudence Kao
Special Events 
Supervisor: 
Jacquelinen liu
Assistant 
Production 
Manager , AFA : 
Elise Wong
AFA officer : Iris 
Cheng
Production 
Officer , AFA : 
Penny Lam
Production 
Officer , AFA: 
Prescillia Poon
Project 
Assisant, AFA : 
jANIS lAM
pRODUCTION 
Trophy Design: 
William Chang
Creative 
Director : Wing 
Shya
Music Director : 
Peter Kam
Scriptwriter : 
Grady HENDRIX
Redcarpet 
Scriptwriter : 
Fukazawa 
Hiroshi
AFA Website 
Designer : Kim 
Lo
The  34th "Come Out!" 2010
HKIFF 
Society
Executive 
Director : 
SHAW Soo Wei
Artistic Director 
: Li Cheuk-to
Curator : Jacob 
Wong
Programme 
Manager : Bede 
Cheung
Assistant 
Programme 
Manager : Alvin 
Tse
Chinese Editor: 
Ho Wai Leng
English Editor : 
Raymond 
Phathanavirang
oon
Programme/Edi
torial Co-
ordinator : Luna 
Ngai
Programme 
Consultant: 
Ulrch Gregor
Project Co-
ordinator: 
Mickey Choi
Finance & 
Operations 
Director : 
Jannie Ma
HR & 
Administration 
Manager: 
Cecilia Tse
Assistant 
Accounting 
Manager : 
Kenneth Chan
Senior 
Accounting 
Officer : May 
Tai
Administration 
Officer: 
Amanda Lau; 
Rita Tse
Adminstration 
Assistant: Ken 
Lau
Executive 
Assistant:Jane 
Wong
Marketing 
Communication 
Manager : 
Pauline Poon
Marketing 
Manager :Silvia 
Hui
Assistant 
Marketing 
Manager: Creo 
Chiu
Senior 
Marketing 
Executive : 
Winnie Chu
Marketing 
Executive : Amy 
Tsang
Marketing 
Assistant : Chris 
Cheuk
Finance & 
Operations 
Director : 
Jannie Ma
Senior 
Operations & 
Event Manager 
: Ivy Shiau
Operations 
Manager : 
Geoffrey 
Cheung
Assistant 
Technical 
Manager : May 
Leung
Officer ( 
Screening Co-
ordination) : 
Aric Lung
Officer 
(Screening Co-
ordination) : 
Cheung Ming-
yee
Operation 
Officer : Mary 
Keyart Design: 
Sandy Choi 
Associates
Deign and 
Producction : 
TonSenga 
Design
HAF Director : 
Jacob Wong
HAF Senior 
Manager: 
Jacqueline Liu
HAF Hospitality 
& Business : 
Raymond 
Phathanavirang
oon
HAF Business 
Matching 
MANAGER: 
Jude Jung
HAF Assistant 
Events & PR 
Manager: 
Clifton Kwan
HAF executive : 
Lucinda Chiu; 
Kolie Kwan
HAF Hospitality 
& Business 
Matching 
Executive: 
Maria Coretti 
Tai
AFA Senior 
Manager : 
Jazqueline Liu
AFA Production 
& Protocol 
Manager : 
Prudence Kao
AFA Unit 
Manager : Ray 
Pang ; 
AFA Assistant 
Manager: Nikki 
Lau; Priscilla 
Poon
AFA Assistant 
Production 
Manager : Nova 
SY
AFA Assistant 
Protocol 
Manager : 
Cecilia Then ; 
Edmond Tsang
AFA protocol 
Executive: MAN 
wONG
AFA Executive : 
Trophy Design: 
William Chang
Music Director : 
Peter Kam
Official 
Phtographer : 
Jupitaer Wong
House 
Programme 
Editor : Tim 
Youngs
House 
Programme 
Writer  : Ross 
Chen
The 35th "Let's Meet Here" 2011
HKIFF 
Society
Executive 
Director : Roger 
Garcia
Artistic Director 
: Li Cheuk-to
Curator : Jacob 
Wong
Programme 
Manager : Bede 
Cheung
Assistant 
Programme 
Manager : Alvin 
Tse
Chinese Editor: 
Ho Wai Leng
English Editor : 
Raymond 
Phathanavirang
oon
Programme 
Consultant: 
Ulrch Gregor
Project Officer : 
Jamie Ng
Editorial Co-
ordinator: 
Amory Hui
Project Co-
ordinator: Bella 
Finance & 
Operations 
Director : 
Jannie Ma
HR & 
Administration 
Manager: 
Cecilia Tse
Accountant: 
Riko Chow
Assistant 
Accountant: 
May Tai
Adinistration 
Officer : Ada 
Chui; Rita Tse
Administration 
Assistant: Ken 
LAU
Executive 
Assistant & 
Project co-
ordinator : Jane 
Wong
Senior 
Marketing 
Manager : Betty 
Chan
MARKETING 
AND 
Development 
Manager: 
Jonaathan 
Wong
MARKETING 
Communication 
Manager : 
Samuel Lam
Assistant 
Marketing 
Manager: 
Winnie Chu
Marketing 
Executive : 
Chris Cheuk
Marketing and 
Public Relations 
Officer: Loretta 
Fung; Annie 
Szeto
Marketing 
Finance & 
Operations 
Director : 
Jannie Ma
Senior 
Operations & 
Event Manager 
: Ivy Shiau
Operations 
Manager : 
Geoffrey 
Cheung
Assistant 
Technical 
Manager : May 
Leung
Assistant 
Operations 
Manager : 
Jessieca Lai
Hospitality and 
Volunteers Co-
ordinator : 
Crystal Yam
Screening co-
ordination 
Officer : Cheng 
Keyart Design: 
Raman Hui
Deign and 
Producction : 
TonSenga 
Design
Keyart Design: 
Raman Hui
Deign and 
Producction : 
TonSenga 
Design
HAF Director : 
Jacob Wong
HAF Senior 
Manager: 
Jacqueline Liu
HAF Hospitality 
& Business : 
Raymond 
Phathanavirang
oon
Assistant PR & 
Events 
Manager: Eliza 
Yeung
Executive: 
Lucinda Chiu; 
Kolie Kwan
Hospitality & 
Events Officer : 
Clara Pang
project 
Assistant: Lilly 
Chan
Director: Yuet-
fung Ho
Project Liaison 
Manager : Anita 
Chung
Production 
Manager: Viola 
Chu, Rosa Ip
Assistant 
Production 
Manager : Jo 
Chan
Assistant 
Manager : Alice 
Lau
Project Officer: 
Jason Lo, Ruth 
Lo, Ivan Tam, 
Kelly Wong
Protocol Officer 
: Nokia Chung
The 36th The Fiery Phoenix火鳳凰 2012
HKIFF 
Society
Y
Executive 
Director : Roger 
Garcia
Artistic Director 
: Li Cheuk-to
Curator : Jacob 
Wong
Programme 
Manager : Bede 
Cheung
Assistant 
Programme 
Manager : Alvin 
Tse
Chinese Editor: 
Ho Wai Leng
English Editor & 
Programme 
Consultant: 
Raymond 
Phathanavirang
oon
Programme 
Consultant: 
Ulrch Gregor
Outreach Co-
ordinator : 
Keith Chan
Project co-
ordinator: 
Finance & 
Operations 
Director : 
Jannie Ma
HR & 
Administration 
Manager: 
Cecilia Tse
Assistant 
Accountant: 
May Tai
Assistant 
Accountant: 
Novan Choi
Adinistration 
Officer : Ada 
Chui
Executive 
Officer : Nicola 
Chan
Administration 
Assistant: Soki 
So, Deco So
Executive 
Assistant : 
Marinella Li
Keyart Design: 
Tom Lau
Deign and 
Producction : 
TonSenga 
Design
HAF Director : 
Jacob Wong
Manager: 
Mattew Poon
Hospitality and 
Business 
Matching 
Manager : 
Wong Soon-en
Assistant PR 
and Events 
Manager: 
Janniefer Chan
Officer : Amory 
Hui, Rita Tse
Hospitality and 
Events Officer : 
Terry Lee
Events 
Assistant : Yan 
Ho
Senior Manager 
: Catherine Liu
Marketing and 
PR Manager : 
Eva Chan
Production and 
Hospitality 
Manager : 
Leona Poon
Assistant 
Manager : June 
Lui
Assistant 
Marketing and 
PR Manager: 
Hazel Wong
Assistant 
Production 
Manager: Celia 
Fung
Officer: Bonnie 
Lau
Project 
Assistant: Alan 
Fung, Chan Chin-
ho
Intern : Elice 
The 37th 
the Chinese character 
"Dream"　夢
從事藝術，是“夢想”；　尋求
突破，需要“奇想”；　堅持自
我逆流而上，更需一份“狂想”
的勇氣
2013
HKIFF 
Society
Y
Executive 
Director : Roger 
Garcia
Artistic Director 
: Li Cheuk-to
Curator : Jacob 
Wong
Programme 
Manager : Bede 
Cheung
Assistant 
Programme 
Manager : Alvin 
Tse
Chinese Editor: 
Ho Wai Leng
English Editor & 
Programme 
Consultant: 
Raymond 
Phathanavirang
oon
Programme 
Consultant: 
Ulrch Gregor
Outreach Co-
ordinator : 
Keith Chan
Project Officer: 
Shirley Chan
Finance & 
Operations 
Director : 
Jannie Ma
HR & 
Administration 
Manager: 
Cecilia Tse
Management 
Accountant: Ivy 
Chow
Accountant: 
May Tai
Assistant 
Accountant: 
Novan Choi
Senior 
Adinistration 
Officer : Ada 
Chui
Executive 
Officer : Soki So
Administration 
Assistant: Jane 
Shum, Lily 
Wong
Executive 
Keyart Design: 
Ken Lo
Deign and 
Producction : 
TonSenga 
Design
HAF Director : 
Jacob Wong
Manager: 
Mattew Poon
Business 
Matching 
Manager : Win-
Sie Tow
Assistant PR 
and Events 
Manager: 
Candy Chan
Officer : Alice 
Lin, Terry Lee
Hospitality and 
Events Officer : 
Iris Yim
Events 
Assistant : 
Winky Tai
Intern: Nanci 
Leung
Senior Manager 
: Catherine Liu
Hospitality 
Manager: 
Michelle 
Cheung
Production 
Manager : 
Moireen Cheng
Assistant 
Manager : 
Cheung Ming-
Yee
Assistant 
Marketing and 
PR 
Manager:Agnes 
Li
Assistant 
Production 
Manager: Ann 
Marie Chan
Assistant 
Production and 
Hospitality 
Manager : 
Janice IP
Annivers
ary Theme Year
Presente
d by
Venue & 
Ticketing 
Services 
Sponsore
d by ( 
From 
2002)
Festival 
Staff Co-ordinator
Senior 
Manager Manager
Programmer/E
ditor (HK 
Cinema 
Retrospective)
Programmer ( 
International 
Cinema) from 
1999
Programmer ( 
Asian Cinema ) 
from 1999
Senior 
Assistant 
Managers
Programme Co-
ordicator
Assistant 
manager
Editorial Co-
ordinator English Editor Chinese Editor Assistant Editor
Publicity and 
Promotion
Logistic 
Assistant
( from The 
22nd - 1998)
The  2nd Niil 2002.90909
Urban 
Council
The 6th 
Cantonese Cinema 
Retrospective (1960-69)
2004.66434
Urban 
Council
KK Ho Vivienne Yang
Albert Lee
Cynthia Liu
Shu Kei ( also as 
Editor) 
Leong Mo-ling Stephanie Liu
Vivian Chow
Winnie MY 
Pong
Danny Wu
Wendy SL 
Leung
Kitty HK Yim
The 10th 
Cantonese Melodrama 1950-
1970
2006.41958
Urban 
Council
Albert Lee
Cynthia Liu
Winsome Chow
William Yan
Li Cheuk-to
Mandy Tong
Maggie Pang
Elaine g
Wong Ain-ling Tsang Gar-yin
June Tong
Alfreda Shun
Wendy Tsang
The 12th 
Changes in Hong Kong Sciety 
through Cinema
2008.17483
Urban 
Council
Albert Lee
Lau Yuk-lin
Anthony Chan
Patrick Mok
Li Cheuk-to
George Wong
Maggie Pang
Stephen Teo Alice Chan
Raphael Li
Amy Chu
Eric Ng
The 16th 
Overseas Chinese Figures in 
Cinema
2009.93007
Urban 
Council
Law Kar Jeff Ying
Angela Tong
Betty Leung
Teresa Lee
Kitty Young
Randa Wan
Peggy Wong
Stephen Teo Winnie Fu
Lisi Tang
Nancy Yek
The 17th 
Mandarin Films and Popular 
Songs : 40's-60's
2011.68531
Urban 
Council
Jeff Ying
Angela Tong
Betty Leung
Teresa Lee
Law Kar
Celina Chn
Peggy Wong
Anne Tsai
Sam Ho Karen Lai
Jean Chan
Lisi Tang
Esther Fong
The 18th 
Cinema of Two Cities: Hong 
Kong - Shanghai
2013.44056
Urban 
Council
Law Kar Betty Leung
Angela Tong
Celina Chin
Teresa Lee
Law Kar
Alex Cheung
Peggy Wong
Cindy Chan Dorothy Wong
Jean Chan
Lisi Tang
Esther Fong
The 19th 
Early Images of Hong Kong & 
China
2015.1958
Urban 
Council
Law Kar Lo Tak-sing
Angela Tong
Celina Chin
Teresa Lee
Law Kar
Alex Cheung
Serene Lai
Christina Cheuk
Stephen Teo Emily Lo
Jean Chan
Lisi Tang
Esther Fong
The 20th 
The Restless Breed : Cantonese 
Stars of the Sixies
2016.95105
Urban 
Council
Lo Tak-Sing
Angela Tong
Celina Chin
Joyce Mok
Law Kar
Alex Cheung
Serene Lai
Christina Cheuk
Stephen Teo Emily Lo
Gabriel Tong
Jouce Cheung
Gary Tsang
Esther Fong
The 21st Fifty Years of Electric Shadows 2018.70629
Urban 
Council
Law Kar Lo Tak-Sing
Richie Lam
Christina Cheuk
Joyce Mok
Alex Cheung
Serene Lai
Jessie Lam
Stephen Teo Winnie Fu
The 22nd
Transcending the Times : King 
Hu & Eileen Chang
2020.46154
Provision
al Urban 
Council 
of Hong 
Kong 
香港臨
時市政
局
Law Kar
Richie Lam
Christina Cheuk
Joyce Mok
Law Kar Li Cheuk-to Jacob Wong
Gloria Chan
Serene Lai
Mandy Lam
Naomi Chung
Stephen Teo 
(HK Cinema 
Retrospective)
Sam Ho 
(Int/Asian 
Cinema)
Lisbeth Ku(HK 
Cinema 
Retrospective)
Jude Hui & 
Kimberley Choi 
(Int/Asian 
Cinema) 
Gabriel Tong
Joyce Cheung
Anthony Leung
Esther Fong
Cheung Sik-
hang
Stephanie 
Wong
Bede Cheng
Peggy Wong
Domnina 
Cheung
The  23rd
Hong Kong New Wave - Twenty 
Years After
2022.21678
Provision
al Urban 
Council 
of Hong 
Kong 
香港臨
時市政
局
Lo Tak-sing
Alice Chan
Christina Cheuk
Joyce Mok
Law Kar Li Cheuk-to Jacob Wong
Gloria Chan
Serene Lai
Mandy Lam
Levi Lam
Evelyn Chan
Stephen Teo 
(HK Cinema 
Retrospective)
Sam Ho 
(Int/Asian 
Cinema)
Ho Wai-leng
Anita Yeung(HK 
Cinema 
Retrospective)
Kimburley Choi 
(Int/Asian 
Cinema) 
Hessler Lee
Elsa Wong
Esther Fong
Vincent Tang
Natalie Ng
Jasmine Lee
Cheung Sik-
hang
Elaine Fong
Dorothy Sam
Noelle Szeto
Cheung King-
lun
Big Expansion on Staff
Finance and Operations Director 
: Jannie Ma
Senior Operations Manager : 
Agnes Chiu
Operations Manager: Geoffrey 
Cheung
Marketing and PR Marketing: 
Eddie Heung
Assistant Operations Manager : 
Victor Chan
Events and Hospitality Officer: 
Ryan Hui
Events Officer: Margarita Ho
Hospitality Officer: Angel Ho, 
Grace Shih
Marketing and PR Officer: 
Winnie Tam
Operations Officer: Emily Tsai, 
Gary Liu, Joe Lee
Screening Co-ordination Officer: 
Cheung Yu Shing, Cheung Ming-
Yee, Pete Leung
Wbsite Editorial and 
Maintenance Officer: Samson 
Lam
Marketing and PR Assistant: 
Koey Kwok
Finance and Operations Director 
: Jannie Ma
Senior Operations Manager : 
Agnes Chiu
Assistant Marketing and PR 
Marketing: Amory Hui
Assistant Operations Manager : 
Victor Chan
Events and Hospitality Officer: 
Ryan Hui
Events Officer: Annie Chung
Hospitality Officer: Dove Lui, 
Mavis Choi 
Marketing and PR Officer: 
Winnie Tam
Marketing and PR Officer: Yan 
Ho
Operations Officer: Alex Chau, 
Kiefer Cheung, Vee Wong
Screening Co-ordination Officer: 
Cheung Yu Shing, Andrew Ng, 
Stanley Wong
Website Editorial: Philip Lee
Operations Assistant: Helen So
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Privitization Year
Presente
d by
Venue & 
Ticketing 
Services 
Sponsore
d by ( 
From 
2002)
Special 
Sponsor
HKIFF is 
a 
Founding 
event of 
Entertain
ment 
Expo
Festival 
Staff
Director
General 
Manager
Programmers manager
Assistant 
Managers
English Editor
Chiense Editor ( 
HK Panorama)
Technical Co-
ordinator
Arts Officer
Editorial Co-
ordinator
Festival 
Assistants
Others
HK-Asia 
Screenings
Director Manager
The 26th 2007
Hong 
Kong Arts 
Develop
ment 
Council
Leisure 
and 
Cultural 
Services 
Departm
ent
Peter Tsi Li Cheuk-to
Freddie Wong
Jacob Wong
Jannie Ma
Adaniel Tam
Crystal Wong
Maggie Lee Bono Lee Arthur Wong Harriet Sin
Lau Ngai-ling
Betty Lau
Vivien Leung
Grace Yim
Idy Lai
Jasmine Choi
Michael Lee
Christine Liu
Veronica Keung
Janice Ng
Amy Chan
Wouter 
Barendrecht
Ivy Ho
The 27th 2008
Hong 
Kong Arts 
Develop
ment 
Council
Leisure 
and 
Cultural 
Services 
Departm
ent
Peter Tsi Li Cheuk-to
Freddie Wong
Jacob Wong
Jannie Ma
Daniel Tam
Ivy Shiau
Maggie Lee
Patrick Suen ( 
Assistant 
Editor)
Arthur Wong
Hung Man-ling
Jan Lam
Veronica Keung
Ellen Ko
Vivien Leung
Ann Chan
Esther Chan
Administrative 
Assistants ( 5) 
The 28th 2009
Hong 
Kong Arts 
Develop
ment 
Council
Leisure 
and 
Cultural 
Services 
Departm
ent
Peter Tsi Li Cheuk-to
Freddie Wong
Jacob Wong
Jannie Ma
Daniel Tam
Ivy Shiau
Maggie Lee Bono Lee
Kevin Ip ( 
Editorial Co-
ordinator)
Film Traffic Co-
ordinators (2)
Hospitality 
Officers ( 2)
Public Relation 
Officer (1)
Sponsorship 
Officer (1)
Technical 
Officer (1)
Ticketing 
Officer (2)
IT Officer 91)
Logistoc Officer 
(1)
Administrative 
Assiatants (2)
Clerk (1) 
The 29th Slogan : Let's move! 2010
Hong 
Kong Arts 
Develop
ment 
Council
Leisure 
and 
Cultural 
Services 
Departm
ent
Peter Tsi ( 
Executive 
Director) 
Li Cheuk-to ( 
Artistic 
Director)
Jannie Ma
Curators : 
Freddie Wong
Jacob Wong
Raymond 
Phathanavirang
oon
Ho Wai Leng Nose Chan
Amelia Chiang
Phyllis MAK
Adminstratiativ
e Assistants: 
Mike 
Lam,Susan 
Leung, Ivan 
Wan, Mimi 
Woo
Film Delivery 
Assistant: Lau 
Kwok Kui, To 
Ying Kit
Festival Helper: 
Cathy Lam, 
Samantha Liu
Programme 
Officer : 
Beatrice Chan 
Marketing 
Officer : Manir 
Chan
Development 
Officer : 
Raymond 
Yeung   
Accounting 
Officer : Angus 
Choi
Administration 
Officer: Iris 
Cheung
Film Traffic Co-
or: Emila Tsoi, 
Pete Yeung
Hospitality 
Officier: Cedric 
Chan, Leo 
KWAN, hORACE 
lEUNG
Logistics 
Officer: Rachel 
Ip
The 30th 2011
Hong 
Kong Arts 
Develop
ment 
Council
Leisure 
and 
Cultural 
Services 
Departm
ent
HBO ( 
Annivers
ary 
Sponsor)
Peter Tsi 
(Executive)
Li Cheuk-To 
(Artistic)
Curators : 
Freddoe Wong 
/ Jacob Wong
Administration 
Director : 
Jannie Ma
Programme 
Manager : 
Beatrice Chan
Development 
Manager : 
Raymond 
Yeung
Accounting 
fficer : Dorothy 
Chan
Administration 
Officers : Iris 
Cheung
Mike Lam
Raymond 
Phathanavirang
oon
Ho Wai Leng
Editorial Co-or : 
Wong 
Ching/Wong Ka 
Mei
Technical 
OFFICER : May 
Leung/Ivan 
Wan
Film Traffic Co-
ordinators (2)
Guest Officier 
(2)
Hospitality 
Officers ( 2)
Marketing 
Officer (3)
Marketing 
Logistics Officer 
(1)
Events Officer 
(1)
Ticketing 
Officer (1)
PR & Press 
Officer 91)
Festival Officer 
(4)
Administrative 
Assiatants (1)
Film Felivery 
Assistant(2) 
Year
Presente
d by
Venue & 
Ticketing 
Services 
Sponsore
d by ( 
From 
2002)
Special 
Sponsor
HKIFF is 
a 
Founding 
event of 
Entertain
ment 
Expo
Festival 
Staff
Director
Artistic 
Staff藝術人員
Administrative 
Staff行政人員
Marketing 
Staff市場推廣
人員
Operational 
Staff營運人員
Design and 
Production設
計製作
Hospitality & 
Volunteers 
Staff ( For 2009, 
33rd ONLY)
2012 : Business 
Development 
Staff
HAF 
Staff香港亞洲
投資會工作人
員
Asian Film 
Awards (AFA) 
Staff　亞洲電
影大獎工作人
員 ( no division 
since 2011, the 
35th)
Managing 
Team決策小組
Creative 
Team創作小組
Staff工作人員
Programme 
Production節
目製作
Operation 
Team執行小組
Marketing & PR 
Staff ( from 
2008, 32th) 
Media 
Contaccts  ( 
from 2008, 
32th)  ( from 
2008, 32th) 
The 31st 2014
Hong 
Kong Arts 
Develop
ment 
Council
Leisure 
and 
Cultural 
Services 
Departm
ent
Chopard Y
Executive 
Director : Peter 
TSI
Artistic Director 
: Li Cheuk-to
Curator : Jacob 
Wong
Programme 
Manager : 
Beatric Chan
Chinese Editor: 
Ho Wai Leng
English Editor 
Gary 
McDonogh
Programme/Edi
torial Co-
ordinator : 
Bede Cheng
Editorial Co-
ordinator: Alvin 
Tse
Creative 
Consultant : 
Athena Tsui
Administration 
Director : 
Jannie Ma
Accounting 
Officer : 
Dorothy Chan
Executive 
Officer : Cecilia 
Tse
Office 
Administrator : 
Janet Chan
Admin & 
Accounting 
Assistant : May 
Tai
Office 
Assistant" Law 
Chung Tak
Senior 
Marketing 
Manager : 
Jennifer Lee
Business 
Development 
Manager : 
Vickie Chan
Marketing 
Offier : Jenny 
Leung
Marketing 
Logistics 
Officer: DaN 
Cahn
Event Co-
ordinator : 
Hiroshi 
Fukazawa
PR & Press 
Officer : Karry 
Yu
PR & Press 
Officer : Jason 
Chu
Public Relations 
Officer : Grace 
Film Delivery 
Assistant: Chui 
Chiu Hon; Fung 
TzE Sun; Jason 
Yau; Sin Lok 
Hang
Graphic Design: 
Stan Ho
Deign and 
Producction : 
TonSenga 
Design
HAD Director : 
Jacob Wong
HAF Duputy 
Director : Ivy 
Ho
HAF Manager  
Jacqueline Liu
HAF Scheduling 
Co-ordinator: 
Esther 
Bannenberg
HAF Officer : 
Fanny To
HAF Projecct 
Officer : 
Monnnica 
Wong
HAF Project 
Assistant: Chloe 
Li
Executive 
Director , HKIFF 
: Peter TSI
Artistic Direcot, 
HKIFF : Li Cheuk-
to
Curator, 
HKIFF/HAF 
Director : acob 
Wong
Deputy 
Director, HAF : 
Ivy Ho
Executive 
Producer : 
Lorna Tee
Executuve 
Producer : 
Daniel Yu
Assisrtant 
Director: 
Katherine Lee
Trophy Design: 
William Chang
Music Director : 
Peter Kam
Logo Design: 
Wong Sun-mun
Creative 
Consultant: 
Athena Tsui
Scriptwriter : 
Grady HENDRIX
Production 
Manager : 
Prudence
Event Manager 
: Cindy Yu
Project Co-
ordinator: Mei 
Mei Cheung
Assistant 
Protocol 
Manager: Jan 
Lee
Protocol Co-
ordinator: 
Winnie Lam
Protocol 
Assistant : Elsie 
Lou
Production Co-
ordinator: Jolly 
Cheng
Project 
Assistanat: 
Sammi NG
Project 
Assistant: Karl 
Wu
Producer: Peter 
Chan
Assistant 
Producer: Alice 
Cheung
Lighting 
Designer: Li 
Kwok hoi
Setting 
Designer: Heidi 
Choi
Technical 
Director: Lam 
Shik ki
Production Co-
ordinator: 
Shirley Choi
Lighting and 
Sound: Jazz 
Creative Asia 
Ltd
Stage Setting 
and Production: 
AP Concept & 
Production Ltd
Ruby Chu
Ester Leung
Suey Chan
The 32th 2015
HKIFF 
Society
finanially 
supporte
d by 
Hong 
Kong Arts 
Develop
ment 
Council
Y
Executive 
Director : Albert 
Y.Y. Lee
Artistic Director 
: Li Cheuk-to
Curator : Jacob 
Wong
Programme 
Manager : Bede 
Cheung
Chinese Editor: 
Ho Wai Leng
English Editor 
Gary 
McDonogh
Programme/Edi
torial Co-
ordinator : Alvin 
Tse
Editorial Co-
ordinator: 
Samantha Lui, 
Ellen Ko
Creative 
Consultant : 
Athena Tsui
Film Traffic Co-
ordinater : 
Jessie Kwok; 
Jess Wong
Administration 
Director : Maria 
Cheng
Assistant 
Accounting 
Officer : 
Dorothy Chan
Accounting 
Assistant : May 
Tai
Executive 
Assistant : 
Natalie Wong ; 
Wat Chi tak
Marketing 
Manager : 
Raymond 
YEUNG
Assistant 
Marketing 
Manager : Cara 
Luk; Johnny 
Chau
Marketing 
Executive : 
Fiona Fong
Marketing & PR 
Executive : 
Maggie IP
Marketing 
Logistics 
Officer: Leo 
Wong 
Operations 
Manager : Ivy 
Shiau
Assistant 
Operations 
Manager : 
Geoffrey 
Cheung
Technical co-
ordinator: May 
Leung
Technical 
Officer : 
Michael Lam
 Operations & 
Administration 
Officer: May 
Chan; Roy 
Chan; Yvonne 
Yuen
Hospitality 
Officer : 
Michelle Yeung; 
Vicky IU
Web Editorial & 
Maintenance co-
ordinator : 
Graphic Design: 
Betake Creative 
Group
Deign and 
Producction : 
TonSenga 
Design
HAF Director : 
Jacob Wong
HAF Duputy 
Director : Ivy 
Ho
HAF Manager  
Esther Yeung
International 
Marketing & PR 
Manager : Rosa 
Li 
Hospitality & 
Scheduling 
Supervisor : 
Chang Hsien jen
Assistant 
International 
Marketing & PR 
Manager: 
Candy Chan
HAF Officer : 
Geoffrey Wong
Project Officer : 
Sharon Cheng
Appointment 
Scheduling 
Officer: Choy Ka 
Executive 
Director , HKIFF 
: Albert Y.Y. Lee
Artistic Direcot, 
HKIFF : Li Cheuk-
to
Curator, 
HKIFF/HAF 
Director : acob 
Wong
Deputy 
Director, AFA & 
HAF : Ivy Ho
Senior Projecct 
Manager, AFA : 
Soon En Wong
Manager, AFA : 
Cheryl Lee
NA
Production 
Supervisor : 
Catherin Liu 
Protocol 
Supervisor: Rita 
Chuang
Assistant 
Protocol 
Manager: 
Michelle 
Cheung
Assistant 
Protocol 
Manager : 
Caroline Chang
Production 
Exctuive : Hazel 
Wong
Protocol 
Executive :Ray 
Pang
Project Officer : 
Sharon Cheng
Production 
Officer: Karris 
Chung
Project 
NA
International 
Marketing & PR 
Manager: Rosa 
Li
Assistant 
Marketing & PR 
Manager: 
Candy Chan 
Marketing & PR 
Executive : 
Wing Wong
Marketing & PR 
Executive : 
Foronica Lam
Chinese 
mainland 
Correspondent 
: Du Yang
Japan 
Correspondent: 
Kimura Mariko
Korea 
Correspondent 
: Lee B-won
International 
Correspondent 
: Chris Paton, 
DDA Public 
Relations
Hong Kong PR 
Agent: Perfect 
Advertising & 
Production Co. 
Ltd
The 33th 2016
HKIFF 
Society
Y
Executive 
Director : 
SHAW Soo Wei
Artistic Director 
: Li Cheuk-to
Curator : Jacob 
Wong
Programme 
Manager : Bede 
Cheung
Chinese Editor: 
Ho Wai Leng
English Editor : 
Raymond 
Phathanavirang
oon
Programme/Edi
torial Co-
ordinator : Alvin 
Tse
Editorial Co-
ordinator: Yoki 
Lee, Jamie Ng
Exhibition Co-
ordinator: 
Sharon Lam 
Finance & 
Operations 
Director : 
Jannie Ma
Assistant HR & 
Administration 
Manager: 
Cecilia Tse
Accounting & 
Administration 
Officer : Angus 
Choi
Accounting 
Officer : Mmay 
Tai
Officer: Rita Tse
Executive 
Assistant: 
Natalie Wong
Office Assistant: 
Kidson Mak
Head of 
Marketing: 
Wong Soon En
Deputy Head of 
Marketing : 
David Woo
Senior 
Marketing 
Manager : 
Jacqueline OW
Marketing 
Manager : 
Raymond 
Yeung
Assistant 
Marketing 
Manager : 
Candy Cahn
Assistant Public 
Relations 
Manager: Ruby 
Ko
Marketing 
Executive : 
Joanne Louie
Marketing 
Executive : 
Finance & 
Operations 
Director : 
Jannie Ma
Operations 
Manager : Ivy 
Shiau
Assistant 
Operations 
Manager : 
Geoffrey 
Cheung
Assistant 
tECHNICAL 
mANAGER : 
May Leung
Officer ( 
Screening Co-
ordination) : 
Aric Lung
Officer 
(Screening Co-
ordination) : 
Cheung Ming-
yee
Operation 
Officer : Nose 
Keyart Design: 
Jan Lamb
Deign and 
Producction : 
TonSenga 
Design
Head of 
Marketing : 
Wong Soon En
Protocol 
Supervisor: Rita 
Chuang
Assistant 
Hospitality 
Manager: 
Huang I-ping; 
Katherine 
Wood
Hospitality 
Executive : 
Karen Au ; Kan 
Cheng; Louisa 
Chow
Hospitality 
Assistant : 
Calby Man
HAF Director : 
Jacob Wong
Deputy 
Director,  HAF : 
Ivy Ho
Manager, HAF: 
Regent Lai
HAF Hospitality 
& Business 
Matching 
Supervisor: 
Hsien-jen 
Chang
HAF Officer : 
Iris Cheng; Kolie 
KwanAppointm
ent Scheduling 
Officer: JACKIE 
Chung
HAF Project 
Assistant : 
Derek Ha
AFA Deputy 
Director : Ivy 
Ho
AFA Manager : 
Anissa Tung
AFA Production 
Manager : 
Prudence Kao
Special Events 
Supervisor: 
Jacquelinen liu
Assistant 
Production 
Manager , AFA : 
Elise Wong
AFA officer : Iris 
Cheng
Production 
Officer , AFA : 
Penny Lam
Production 
Officer , AFA: 
Prescillia Poon
Project 
Assisant, AFA : 
jANIS lAM
pRODUCTION 
Trophy Design: 
William Chang
Creative 
Director : Wing 
Shya
Music Director : 
Peter Kam
Scriptwriter : 
Grady HENDRIX
Redcarpet 
Scriptwriter : 
Fukazawa 
Hiroshi
AFA Website 
Designer : Kim 
Lo
The  34th "Come Out!" 2017
HKIFF 
Society
Executive 
Director : 
SHAW Soo Wei
Artistic Director 
: Li Cheuk-to
Curator : Jacob 
Wong
Programme 
Manager : Bede 
Cheung
Assistant 
Programme 
Manager : Alvin 
Tse
Chinese Editor: 
Ho Wai Leng
English Editor : 
Raymond 
Phathanavirang
oon
Programme/Edi
torial Co-
ordinator : Luna 
Ngai
Programme 
Consultant: 
Ulrch Gregor
Project Co-
ordinator: 
Mickey Choi
Finance & 
Operations 
Director : 
Jannie Ma
HR & 
Administration 
Manager: 
Cecilia Tse
Assistant 
Accounting 
Manager : 
Kenneth Chan
Senior 
Accounting 
Officer : May 
Tai
Administration 
Officer: 
Amanda Lau; 
Rita Tse
Adminstration 
Assistant: Ken 
Lau
Executive 
Assistant:Jane 
Wong
Marketing 
Communication 
Manager : 
Pauline Poon
Marketing 
Manager :Silvia 
Hui
Assistant 
Marketing 
Manager: Creo 
Chiu
Senior 
Marketing 
Executive : 
Winnie Chu
Marketing 
Executive : Amy 
Tsang
Marketing 
Assistant : Chris 
Cheuk
Finance & 
Operations 
Director : 
Jannie Ma
Senior 
Operations & 
Event Manager 
: Ivy Shiau
Operations 
Manager : 
Geoffrey 
Cheung
Assistant 
Technical 
Manager : May 
Leung
Officer ( 
Screening Co-
ordination) : 
Aric Lung
Officer 
(Screening Co-
ordination) : 
Cheung Ming-
yee
Operation 
Officer : Mary 
Keyart Design: 
Sandy Choi 
Associates
Deign and 
Producction : 
TonSenga 
Design
HAF Director : 
Jacob Wong
HAF Senior 
Manager: 
Jacqueline Liu
HAF Hospitality 
& Business : 
Raymond 
Phathanavirang
oon
HAF Business 
Matching 
MANAGER: 
Jude Jung
HAF Assistant 
Events & PR 
Manager: 
Clifton Kwan
HAF executive : 
Lucinda Chiu; 
Kolie Kwan
HAF Hospitality 
& Business 
Matching 
Executive: 
Maria Coretti 
Tai
AFA Senior 
Manager : 
Jazqueline Liu
AFA Production 
& Protocol 
Manager : 
Prudence Kao
AFA Unit 
Manager : Ray 
Pang ; 
AFA Assistant 
Manager: Nikki 
Lau; Priscilla 
Poon
AFA Assistant 
Production 
Manager : Nova 
SY
AFA Assistant 
Protocol 
Manager : 
Cecilia Then ; 
Edmond Tsang
AFA protocol 
Executive: MAN 
wONG
AFA Executive : 
Trophy Design: 
William Chang
Music Director : 
Peter Kam
Official 
Phtographer : 
Jupitaer Wong
House 
Programme 
Editor : Tim 
Youngs
House 
Programme 
Writer  : Ross 
Chen
The 35th "Let's Meet Here" 2018
HKIFF 
Society
Executive 
Director : Roger 
Garcia
Artistic Director 
: Li Cheuk-to
Curator : Jacob 
Wong
Programme 
Manager : Bede 
Cheung
Assistant 
Programme 
Manager : Alvin 
Tse
Chinese Editor: 
Ho Wai Leng
English Editor : 
Raymond 
Phathanavirang
oon
Programme 
Consultant: 
Ulrch Gregor
Project Officer : 
Jamie Ng
Editorial Co-
ordinator: 
Amory Hui
Project Co-
ordinator: Bella 
Finance & 
Operations 
Director : 
Jannie Ma
HR & 
Administration 
Manager: 
Cecilia Tse
Accountant: 
Riko Chow
Assistant 
Accountant: 
May Tai
Adinistration 
Officer : Ada 
Chui; Rita Tse
Administration 
Assistant: Ken 
LAU
Executive 
Assistant & 
Project co-
ordinator : Jane 
Wong
Senior 
Marketing 
Manager : Betty 
Chan
MARKETING 
AND 
Development 
Manager: 
Jonaathan 
Wong
MARKETING 
Communication 
Manager : 
Samuel Lam
Assistant 
Marketing 
Manager: 
Winnie Chu
Marketing 
Executive : 
Chris Cheuk
Marketing and 
Public Relations 
Officer: Loretta 
Fung; Annie 
Szeto
Marketing 
Finance & 
Operations 
Director : 
Jannie Ma
Senior 
Operations & 
Event Manager 
: Ivy Shiau
Operations 
Manager : 
Geoffrey 
Cheung
Assistant 
Technical 
Manager : May 
Leung
Assistant 
Operations 
Manager : 
Jessieca Lai
Hospitality and 
Volunteers Co-
ordinator : 
Crystal Yam
Screening co-
ordination 
Officer : Cheng 
Keyart Design: 
Raman Hui
Deign and 
Producction : 
TonSenga 
Design
Keyart Design: 
Raman Hui
Deign and 
Producction : 
TonSenga 
Design
HAF Director : 
Jacob Wong
HAF Senior 
Manager: 
Jacqueline Liu
HAF Hospitality 
& Business : 
Raymond 
Phathanavirang
oon
Assistant PR & 
Events 
Manager: Eliza 
Yeung
Executive: 
Lucinda Chiu; 
Kolie Kwan
Hospitality & 
Events Officer : 
Clara Pang
project 
Assistant: Lilly 
Chan
Director: Yuet-
fung Ho
Project Liaison 
Manager : Anita 
Chung
Production 
Manager: Viola 
Chu, Rosa Ip
Assistant 
Production 
Manager : Jo 
Chan
Assistant 
Manager : Alice 
Lau
Project Officer: 
Jason Lo, Ruth 
Lo, Ivan Tam, 
Kelly Wong
Protocol Officer 
: Nokia Chung
The 36th The Fiery Phoenix火鳳凰 2019
HKIFF 
Society
Y
Executive 
Director : Roger 
Garcia
Artistic Director 
: Li Cheuk-to
Curator : Jacob 
Wong
Programme 
Manager : Bede 
Cheung
Assistant 
Programme 
Manager : Alvin 
Tse
Chinese Editor: 
Ho Wai Leng
English Editor & 
Programme 
Consultant: 
Raymond 
Phathanavirang
oon
Programme 
Consultant: 
Ulrch Gregor
Outreach Co-
ordinator : 
Keith Chan
Project co-
ordinator: 
Finance & 
Operations 
Director : 
Jannie Ma
HR & 
Administration 
Manager: 
Cecilia Tse
Assistant 
Accountant: 
May Tai
Assistant 
Accountant: 
Novan Choi
Adinistration 
Officer : Ada 
Chui
Executive 
Officer : Nicola 
Chan
Administration 
Assistant: Soki 
So, Deco So
Executive 
Assistant : 
Marinella Li
Keyart Design: 
Tom Lau
Deign and 
Producction : 
TonSenga 
Design
HAF Director : 
Jacob Wong
Manager: 
Mattew Poon
Hospitality and 
Business 
Matching 
Manager : 
Wong Soon-en
Assistant PR 
and Events 
Manager: 
Janniefer Chan
Officer : Amory 
Hui, Rita Tse
Hospitality and 
Events Officer : 
Terry Lee
Events 
Assistant : Yan 
Ho
Senior Manager 
: Catherine Liu
Marketing and 
PR Manager : 
Eva Chan
Production and 
Hospitality 
Manager : 
Leona Poon
Assistant 
Manager : June 
Lui
Assistant 
Marketing and 
PR Manager: 
Hazel Wong
Assistant 
Production 
Manager: Celia 
Fung
Officer: Bonnie 
Lau
Project 
Assistant: Alan 
Fung, Chan Chin-
ho
Intern : Elice 
Big Expansion on Staff
Finance and Operations Director 
: Jannie Ma
Senior Operations Manager : 
Agnes Chiu
Operations Manager: Geoffrey 
Cheung
Marketing and PR Marketing: 
Eddie Heung
Assistant Operations Manager : 
Victor Chan
Events and Hospitality Officer: 
Ryan Hui
Events Officer: Margarita Ho
Hospitality Officer: Angel Ho, 
Grace Shih
Marketing and PR Officer: 
Winnie Tam
Operations Officer: Emily Tsai, 
Gary Liu, Joe Lee
Screening Co-ordination Officer: 
Cheung Yu Shing, Cheung Ming-
Yee, Pete Leung
Wbsite Editorial and 
Maintenance Officer: Samson 
Lam
Marketing and PR Assistant: 
Koey Kwok
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Appendix 2. – Movie Categories 
Year Theme(Eng) Theme (Chi) Venue
no. of 
countries ( 
origin of 
no. of 
total 
films
no. of 
short 
films & Category 
no. of 
films
day of 
festivals Notes Themes 
Retrospective of Cantonese Cinema(1950-
59)五十年代粵語電影回顧展
19 14
Seminars by leading 
stars (Wu Chu-fang, 
Literature and Cinema 
文學與電影
The Tribute to James Wong Howe　黃宗霑回顧展 8
1. selections of films
2. exhibition
History and Society 
政治與歷史
Hong Kong Cinema 78 5
Psychology and Cinema 
心裡與形式
Hong Kong Television Films 6
Hong Kong Short Films 7
Film Festival Information Section 6
Denish Short Films 2
Main Programme ( In't movies) 42
International Cinema 16
Asian Cinema
Hong Kong Contemporary Cinema
The Films of Buster Keaton ( Special Feature) 28
Cantonese Cinema Retrospective (1960-69) 24
1986 Hong Kong Retrospective " Cantonese Melodrama" 25
A Tribute to Li Chenfeng 7
Retrospectives : Chinese filmmaker Cai Chusheng
Retrospectives : German silent master F.W. Murnau
Retrospectives : the Soviet woman director Larisa 
Shepitko
Cinema of Central Asia
5 films by Hungarian director Gyula Gazdag
Thematic "Changes in Hongkong Society through 
Cinema' commercial films, newsreels, docu, tv works 
and home movies since 1898
Special section on Archival Films ( restored, unearthed 
classics, preserved films)
Tribute to Li Xianglan
Special on actress Li Xianglan
Hong Kong Retrospective ( Overseas Chinese Figures in 
Cinema)
37
World Cinema　世界電影
Asian Cinema亞洲電影
Hong Kong Panorama 92-
93　香港電影面面觀九二至九三
Hong Kong Cinema Retrospective　香港電影回顧
Declarations of American 
Independents　美國自主電影風貌
The Zone　不設防地帶
Winning Entries of the Hong Kong Independent Short 
Film Competition　香港獨立短片比賽得獎作品
highlight of 3 directors : John Cassavetes (US); Abbas 
Kiarostami (Iran); Shinsuke Ogawa (Japan) 
Hong Kong Cinema Retrospective　香港電影回顧 41
Remembering Li Pingqian
International Cinema
Asian Cinema
Hong Kong Panorama 93-
94　香港電影面面觀九三至九四
Master CLASS : Manoel de Oliceira
Director in Focus : Victor Erice
Scenes from Iran
Asian Vision
A Tribute to Lester James & Sumitra Peries
Director in Focus : Ken Loach
Debuts
Truth or Dare : Documentaries East and West
Hong Kong Panorama 94-95
Celebrating the Centenary of Cinema
Hong Kong Retrospective : 'Early Images of Hong Kong 
& China'
28
Asian Visions
Global Images
Gala Presentations
Hong Kong Panorama
Animation
Archival Treasures
Rediscovering Korean Classics
Israel in Focus
New Latin American Films
Remembering Louis Malle
Film on Film
Hong Kong Cinema Retrospective　香港電影回顧
Archival Gems 
“銀海鉤沉”特備專題　：　新修復的國粵語片
7(6 
Mandarin; 
1 
Cantones
e)
Gala Presentations
Hong Kong Panorama
Asian Visions
Global Images
Truth or Dare : Documentaries East and West
Archival Treasures
Animation
A Tribute to Ishmael Bernal
Director in Focus: Arturo Ripstein
I have a date with the Censors
Documentaries by Fiction Film Masters
Hong Kong Retrospective 46
Preview Film Shows at Ko Shan Theatre to attract 
yound ppl
History in the Making : Hong Kong 1997" ( short films 
and documentaris) 
16
"Song and Dance in Indian Cinema" Retrospective of 
Indian movies ( Asian section)
"A Tribute to Anand Patwardhan" ( Indian indie)
Director in Focus : Errol Morris ( US Director)
Director in Foucs: Tony Gatlif of France
Premiere in Asia : German filmmaker Rainer Werner 
Fassbinder (collaborate with Goethe-Institut, HK)
Gala Presentations
Global Images
Asian Vision
Hong Kong Panorama 97-98
Archival treasures
The Zone　不設防地帶
Animation
24
HK Retrospective - Transcending the Times : King Hu 
and Eileen Chang
5 ( Eileen) 
/14 ( 
King's) 
Director - in - Focue : Johnnie To ( 1st DIF session) 16
FIORESCI Award
The Age of Independents - New Asian Film & Video 
section ( co-presented by HKAC)
9
Kinderfest Section 
Gala Presentations
Global Images
Asian Vision
Hong Kong Panorama
Archival Treasures
The Zone　不設防地帶
Animation
HK Retrospective : Hong Kong new Wave - Twenty 
Years After
Newly added countries 
from mongolia, 
Vietnam, Sri Lanka, 
Cambodia
Exhibition : "The Early 
Days of Hong Kong" 
with HKFA
16
200 
someth
ing
1995
光影繽紛五十年Fifty Years of Electric Shadows
The Restless Breed : 
Cantonese Stars of the Sixies
躁動的一代：六十年代粵片
新星
1996
1997
Transcending the Times : King 
Hu & Eileen Chang
超前與跨越：胡金銓與張愛
玲
早期香港中國影像
Early Images of Hong Kong & 
China
Hong Kong Cultural 
Centre
THE City Hall
4 community arts 
centres (Ko Shan 
Theatre, Sheung Wan, 
Sai Wan Ho and 
NGAU Chi Wan Civic 
Centres) 
41
2 films per 
country 
City Hall : Theatre
Exhibition Hall
Exhibition Gallery
Lecture Hall 
Recital Hall
NilNil
香港－上海：　電影雙城
Cinema of Two Cities: Hong 
Kong - Shanghai
142
over 
250
1994
30 
something
Space Museum 
Lecture Hall 
電影中的海外華人形象
Overseas Chinese Figures in 
Cinema
1992
國語片與時代曲（四十至六
十年代）
Mandarin Films and Popular 
Songs : 40's-60's
1993
香港電影與社會變遷 35
1978
200
35
HK Cultural Centre 
Greand Theatre
Ko Shan Theatre ( 
Preview film shows)
Outdoor screening at 
the Piazza in the 
Cultural Centre
40 
something
200
200
The Great Outdoors 
Film Shows' : a free 
screening at the  
piazza of the Hong 
Kong Cultural Centre
30 
something
30 
something
180 
someth
ing
Space Museum 
Lecture Hall ; Hong 
Kong Science 
Museum Lecture Hall 
( 1st time) 
Space Museum 
Lecture Hall 
130
1988
Changes in Hong Kong Society 
through Cinema
1982
Cantonese Cinema 
Retrospective (1960-69)
六十年代粵語電影回顧
Space Museum 
Lecture Hall 
Space Museum 
Lecture Hall 
Cantonese Melodrama 1950-
1969
粵語文藝片回顧１９５０－
１９６９
1998
over 
300
香港電影新浪潮　－　二十
年後的回顧
Hong Kong New Wave - 
Twenty Years After
1999
newly expand to New 
Territories ( by Lo Tak-
sing, Senior manager, 
at Forword of HK 
Panorama 98-99 )
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Opening Films　開幕電影 2 10
Closing Film　閉幕電影 1
Award Gala　頒獎禮之夜 1
Special Presentation　特備節目 1
Gala Presentations　影迷嘉年華 14
Master Class　大師級 6
Manoel de Oliveira　曼勞．迪奧利菲拉 5
Hong Kong Panorama 2001-2002　香港電影面面觀 11
Director in Focus :Ann Hui　焦點導演：許鞍華 13
The Age of Independents : New Asian Film & 21 1. co-presented with 
Palnet Osaka　大阪仝人誌 4
3. offer independents 
to mix and minglein 
Global Vision　世界視野 41 1. Combine "Asian 
In the Shadow of War　在戰爭的陰影下 10
The Zone　不設防地帶 6
Midnight Heat　我愛午夜長 6
Opera Meets Film　當歌劇遇上電影 4
Reality Bites　真的假不了 14
Filmmakers and Filmmaking　影人影事 9
Archival Treasures　資料館珍藏 2
A Tribute to Jan Svankmajer　向楊．史雲梅耶致敬 5
Animation　動畫 4
Short Films　短片 9
Back to Dreamland: Cathay 
Showcase　舊歡如夢：國泰名作展
29
Opening Films　開幕電影 2 16
Closing Film　閉幕電影 2
Award Gala　頒獎禮之夜 1
International Comepetition 　國際競賽
Firebird Awards for Young 
Cinema　火鳥大獎新秀競賽
11
Asian DV Competition　亞洲數碼錄像競賽 8
Humanitarian Awards for 
Documentaries　人道獎紀錄片競賽
12
Gala Presentations　影迷嘉年華 13
Master Class　大師級 13
Director in Focus : Jean -Pierre & Luc 
Dardenne　焦點編導：戴丹兄弟
5
Hong Kong Panorama 2002-2003　香港電影面面觀 9
Filmmaker in Focus :Jeff Lau　焦點導演：劉鎮偉 10
Indie Power　自主新潮 13
The Direct Cinema of Rob 
Nilsson　洛．尼遜：直接行動電影
6
Andy Warhol Presents　華荷製造 3
Global Vision　世界視野 28
Italian Cinema Today　今日意大利 6
Director in Focus : Marco 
Bellocchio　焦點導演：馬克．貝洛奇奧
6
The Zone　不設防地帶
Midnight Heat　我愛午夜長 5
The Avant-Garde　前衛眼 12
Reality Bites　真的假不了 10
Filmmakers and Filmmaking　影人影事 7
Animation　動畫 6
Short Films　短片 5
Ozu Yasujiro, 100th 
Anniversary　小津安二郎百年紀念展
37
Shaws on Screen　邵氏名片大展 23
Associate Programmes
The 8th ifva - The 
Winners　睇八屆香港獨立短片及錄像比賽得獎作
品展
4
75 Years of Broadcasting - A Selection of RTHK 
Television 
Works　香港廣播７５年－香港電台電視作品精選
6
Opening Films　開幕電影 2
Closing Film　閉幕電影 2
Award Gala　頒獎禮之夜 1
Special Presentation　特備節目 1
International Comepetition 　國際競賽
Firebird Awards for Young 
Cinema　火鳥大獎新秀競賽
8
Asian DV Competition　亞洲數碼錄像競賽 8
Humanitarian Awards for 
Documentaries　人道獎紀錄片競賽
8
Gala Presentations　影迷嘉年華 14
Master Class　大師級 11
Hong Kong Panorama 2003-2004　香港電影面面觀 14
William Chang, Art Director 焦點美指：張叔平 11
Remembering Leslie Cheung and Anita Mui 
懷念張國榮與梅艷芳
14
Indie Power　自主新潮 12
New Argentine Cinema　亞根廷新電影 7
Global Vision　世界視野 34
Director in Focus : Kim Ki-duk 焦點導演：金基德 3
Midnight Heat　我愛午夜長 5
The Avant-Garde　前衛眼 10
Peter Kubelka's Cucina of Avant Garde 
Cinema彼得．寇貝卡：電影是什麼？
7
Light Years Ahead: Stan Brakhage (1933-
2003)　史丹．布力奇治紀念特輯
4
Reality Bites　真的假不了 13
Filmmakers and Filmmaking　影人影事 5
Archival Treasure　資料館珍藏 1
Animation　動畫 7
Short Films　短片 3
Shimizu Hiroshi, 101st Annicersary 
清水宏１０１年紀念展
13
Ernst Lubitsch, A Touch of Paradise　喜劇之王劉別謙 16
Linda Lin Dai: Screen Goddess of the 
1960s　千嬌百媚：林黛小輯
5
Novel.Drama.Melodrama　小說．戲劇．文藝片 25
Associate Programmes
The 9th ifva - The 
Winners　第九屆香港獨立短片及錄像比賽得獎作
品展
3
8th Anniversary of HKAPA School of 
Film/TV　香港演藝學院電影電視學院８週年紀念作
品選
2
Slogan : Let's Movie! 47
over 
200
Galas
Opening Films　開幕電影 2
Opening Night Gala　開幕禮之夜 1
Awards Gala　頒獎禮之夜 1
Closing Film　閉幕電影 2
Special Presentation　特備節目 1
Gala Premieres隆重首映 2
Asian DV Competition　亞洲數碼錄像競賽 8
Humanitarian Awards for 
Documentaries　人道獎紀錄片競賽
8
Gala Presentation　影迷嘉年華 16
Master Class　大師級 17
The Barco Experience : Digital 
CinemaＢＡＲＣＯ新世代－數碼電影全接觸
3
Hong Kong Panorama 2004-2005　香港電影面面觀 13
Actor in Focus: Andy Lau　焦點演員：劉德華 11
Indie Power　自主新潮 12
Chinese Renaissance中國電影新天地 10
Global Vision　世界視野 28
The Avant-Garde　前衛眼 4
Being Michael Snow　解構電影詩人：米高．史諾 4
Reality Bites　真的假不了 6
Filmmakers and Filmmaking　影人影事 3
Animation　動畫 7
SKYY VODKA Short Film 
Competition　醉藍都會短片創作大賽
5
Short Films　短片 2
[si]@hkiff 4
The Great Outdoor Film 
Shows　光影星晨－巨型銀幕戶外放映
8
A Tribute to Kinoshita Keisuke　木下惠介回顧展 19
Sun Yu: Poet of Cinema　電影詩人孫瑜 11
Peal River Delta: 
Movie.Culture.Life　珠三角：電影．文化．生活
15
Short Fever: i-city +ifva 短片狂熱分子 2
The Devil's Playground - Joint Universities 
Programme　新薑試驗場　－　大專學生作品展
5
Free Exhibition and Forum免費展覽及座談會
Index of Firectors　索引（依導演名字排列）
Index of titles　索引（依導演名字排列）
Past Fetival Catalogues
Past 
Fetival 
Catalogue
s 
歷屆電影
節特刊
2005
口號：全情曝光，放眼盡看
Slogan: Open your eyes and 
expose yourself to CINEMA!
2002
over 
200
2003 over 40 300
2004 269
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Opening Films　開幕電影 2
Closing Film　閉幕電影 2
Award Gala　頒獎禮之夜 1
Film Spurprise神秘電影 1
Gala Premieres隆重首映 2
Special Presentation　特備節目 2
Asian DV Competition　亞洲數碼錄像競賽 8
Humanitarian Awards for 
Documentaries　人道獎紀錄片競賽
8
Gala Presentations　影迷嘉年華 12
Master Class　大師級 12
30th Anniversary Programme - HBO 
Theatre　三十週年呈獻－ＨＢＯ戲院
6
A Tribute to Action 
Choreographers　向動作大師致敬
20
Hong Kong Panorama 2003-2004　香港電影面面觀 8
Milkway Images, 1996-
2005　銀河映像　１９９６－２００５
8
Fresh Wave Joint-U Short Film Competition & Short 
Films新浪潮大專生短片競賽
5
Chinese Renaissance中國電影新天地 6
Indie Power　自主新潮 12
Global Vision　世界視野 31
Nordic Lights光影北歐 7
Midnight Heat　我愛午夜長 4
The Avant-Garde　前衛眼 4
James Benning : Stilled 
Emotions占士．班寧：　會說話的風景
4
Reality Bites　真的假不了 9
Filmmakers and Filmmaking　影人影事 4
Wild Wild Werner Herzog　我心狂野：華納．荷索 3
Animation　動畫 5
[si]@hkiff 5
The Great Outdoor Film Shows　露天放映 8
Master of Genres : Nakagawa Nobuo 
B級片怪中川信夫
14
The Art of Movement from Centre 
Pompidou　龐比度中心前衛經典
11
Th Glorious Modernity of Kong 
Ngee　現代萬歲－光藝的都市風貌
21
Associate Programmes
The 11th ifva - The 
Winners　第十一屆香港獨立短片及錄像比賽得獎
作品展
2
The Devil's Playground - Joint University 
Programme　新薑實驗場－大專學生作品展
5
Gala　首映禮
Opening Films　開幕電影 2
Awards Gala　頒獎禮之夜 1
Gala Premieres隆重首映 3
Special Presentation　特備節目 1
Asian Digital Competition　亞洲數碼錄像競賽 8
Humanitarian Awards for 
Documentaries　人道獎紀錄片競賽
8
Gala Presentation　影迷嘉年華 15
Master Class　大師級 9
Auteurs　作者風 12
Lost in Place : Pedro Costa沉默捕手：柏度．哥斯達 4
Hong Kong Panorama 2006-2007 12
Herman Yao. Director in Focus焦點導演：邱禮濤 10
鮮浪潮短片競賽 4
Chinese Renaissance中國電影新天地 7
Indie Power　自主新潮 20
Young Romanian Cinema羅馬尼亞新世代 9
Global Vision　世界視野 42
German Cinema Returns德國電影新氣象 8
Nordic Lights光影北歐 8
Midnight Heat　我愛午夜長 6
The Avant-Garde　前衛眼 4
Paolo Gioli: The Optical 
Magician煉光術師保羅．治奧利
4
Reality Bites　真的假不了 17
Filmmakers and Filmmaking　影人影事 8
Animation Unlimited超人氣動畫 7
Animation for All　百份百啱睇動畫 6
I See It My Way我看我電影 8
Remembering Lychino Visconti　懷念維斯康堤 10
Li Han-hsiang, Storyteller　江山多嬌　人物風流 28
Crossing Boundaries : Fiction and Documentary in 
Contemporary Chinese 
Cinema　越界：當代中國電影的紀實與虛構
2
The 12th Hong Kong 
ifva睇十二屆香港獨立短片及錄像比賽
2
Dear  Earth…親愛的地球 3
The Devil's Playground - Joint Universities 
Programme新薑實驗場－大專學生作品展
4
Gala　首映禮
Opening Films　開幕電影 2
Awards Gala　頒獎禮之夜 1
Closing Film　閉幕電影 2
Gala Premieres隆重首映 3
Special Presentation　特備節目 1
Asian Digital Competition　亞洲數碼錄像競賽 7
Humanitarian Awards for 
Documentaries　人道獎紀錄片競賽
8
Gala Presentation　影迷嘉年華 13
Master Class　大師級 13
Auteurs　作者風 15
Independent Blues: Charles Burnett & Gus Van 
Sant　自主黑白道：　查理斯般納與吉士雲辛
8
Hong Kong Panorama 2007-2008 9
Eric Tsang, Filmmaker in Focus 焦點影人：　曾志偉 11
 The 3rd Fresh Wave Short Film Competition 
第三階鮮浪潮短片競賽
4
Chinese Renaissance中國電影新天地 6
 Young Taiwanese Cinema台灣新生代 6
Indie Power　自主新潮 9
Ishii Yuya : Stranger than 
Hysteria　石頭井裕的古怪男女
4
Global Vision　世界視野 45
Israeli Cinema - Entering a New Phase 以色列新氣象 7
Czech Cinema- The Dream Goes On 捷克青春夢 10
Midnight Heat　我愛午夜長 6
I See It My Way我看我電影 4
Moved up on the 
content
The Avant-Garde　前衛眼 4
Of Time and Ritual : Maya 
Deren　前衛電影不死女神　瑪雅黛倫
3
Reality Bites　真的假不了 15
Filmmakers and Filmmaking　影人影事 8
Animation Unlimited超人氣動畫 9
Wakamatsu koji : Erotic 
Anarchy　　激越情色　若松孝二的無跌序世界
5
The One and Only Edward Yang　一一重現　楊德昌 11
Ingmar Bergman Forever　不朽的英瑪褒曼 8
Epic Times, Simple Stories : The World of Zhu 
Shilin　大時代　小故事　朱石麟電影世界
24
Deconstructing History in Chinese 
Documentaries　中國紀錄片與歷史解構
3
The 13th Hong Kong ifva 
第十三屆香港獨立短片及錄像比賽
2
The Devil's Playground - Joint Universities 
Programme新薑實驗場－大專學生作品展
5
16
2007 292 23
2912008 21
2522006
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over 50
over 
300
Gala　首映禮
Opening Films　開幕電影
Awards Gala　頒獎禮之夜
Closing Film　閉幕電影
Gala Premieres隆重首映
Asian Digital Competition　亞洲數碼錄像競賽
HKIFF Golden Digital 
Award 2009
Humanitarian Awards for 
Documentaries　人道獎紀錄片競賽
HKIFF Bests 
Documentary Award 
2009
Gala Presentation　影迷嘉年華
Master Class　大師級
Auteurs　作者風
The Pathos of Things : Ichikawa Jun 
準目人間　市川準
融入內地與小本經營－２００８香港電影回顧
Hong Kong Panorama 
　香港電影面面觀　２００８－２００９
A Tribute to Romantic Vision 25th Anniversary of Film 
Workshop 浪漫演義－電影工作室創意非凡甘五年
 The 3rd Fresh Wave Short Film Competition 
第四屆鮮浪潮短片競賽
Chinese Renaissance中國電影新天地
 Young Taiwanese Cinema台灣新生代
Indie Power　自主新潮
Global Vision　世界視野
Italian Landscape 2008 意大利０８風景
Finnish New Talents 芬蘭新將錄
Midnight Heat　我愛午夜長
I See It My Way我看我電影
The Avant-Garde　前衛眼
Has Richter " Film is Rhythm" 
漢斯烈治達：電影就是韻律
The Sense of Sight : Hans Richter 
電影達人：漢斯烈治達
Reality Bites　真的假不了
Filmmakers and Filmmaking　影人影事
Animation Unlimited超人氣動畫
Short Films 短片
Archival Treasures 資料館珍藏
The Realist Dao of Yu Hyun-mok 俞賢穆　寫實法度
Defining Modernity - Michelangelo Antonioni 
定義現代　安東尼奧尼
 Ingmar Bergman Forever Part III 
永遠的英瑪褒曼ＩＩＩ
In the Name of Love : The Films of Evan Yang 
兒女情長：易文電影
The 14th Hong Kong ifva 
第十四屆香港獨立短片及錄像比賽
Between Public and Private: A Space for Independent 
Chinese Cinema公眾與私人空間： 
中國獨立電影的空間
The Devil's Playground - Joint Universities 
Programme新薑實驗場－大專學生作品展
Come Out! 出來吧！
over 50 ( 
across 11 
major 
cultural 
venues) 
298 Gala　首映禮 10 17
120 % increase in film 
submission over last 
year
64 
Galas
Asian Digital Competition　亞洲數碼錄像競賽 8
Humanitarian Awards for 
Documentaries　人道獎紀錄片競賽
8
Short Film Competition　國際短片競賽 21
Quattro Hong Kong 香港四重奏 4
Commissioned by 
Brand HK; Produced by 
HKIFFS 
香港品牌委約作品／
香港國際電影節協會
監製
Gala Presentation　影迷嘉年華 14
Master Class　大師級 14
Auteurs　作者風 14
Hong Kong Panorama 2009-2010　香港電影面面觀 13
Bruce Lee 7010 李小龍７０１０ 9
Chinese Renaissance中國電影新天地 5
 Young Taiwanese Cinema台灣新生代 2
Indie Power　自主新潮 14
Global Vision　世界視野 37
Midnight Heat　我愛午夜長 5
I See It My Way我看我電影 5
Reality Bites　真的假不了
Filmmakers and Filmmaking　影人影事
The Avant-Garde　前衛眼 12
Raymond Red's Labyrinth of 
Dreams雷蒙烈德的夢迷宮
10
Animation Unlimited超人氣動畫 34
Restored Classic　修復經典 2
Krzysztof Zanussi's Cycle of 
Fiction　虛構紀事　贊祿西
4
Shimazu Yasujiro : Fanfare for the Common 
Man　小市民映畫大師　島津保次郎
6
Guru Dutt, Bollywood 
Guru　寶萊塢一代宗師　古魯達特
4
Theo Angeloppoulos, the Last 
Modernist　最後的現代主義者　安哲羅普洛斯
12
Fei Mu, Film Poet　詩人導演費穆 8
Hong Kong Auteur, Lung Kong　作者本色：龍剛電影 16
Filming on the Margins　社會邊緣與獨立電影 2
Seminars after two 
screenings 
The 15th Hong Kong ifva 
第十五屆香港獨立短片及錄像比賽
5
Let's Meet Here! 339 Gala　首映禮 9 14
59 world, international 
or Asian premieres
Quattro Hong Kong 2 香港四重奏 II 4
Asian Digital Competition　亞洲數碼錄像競賽 8
Humanitarian Awards for 
Documentaries　人道獎紀錄片競賽
8
Short Film Competition　國際短片競賽 21
Gala Presentation　影迷嘉年華 14
Master Class　大師級 13
a Face -to-face with Jia 
Zhangke after "I Wish I 
Knew" (by JCCA)
Auteurs　作者風 11
20th Anniversary of Fortissimo Films 12
Hong Kong Panorama 2010-2011　香港電影面面觀 6
Wai Ka-fai, Filmmaker in Focus　焦點影人，韋家輝 12
Face-toface with Wai 
Ka-fei (by JCCA)
Taiwananese Cinema Returns　台灣新氣象 4
Indie Power　自主新潮 17
Rediscovering American Indies　美國自主電影新貌 8
Global Vision　世界視野 36
Romanian Cinema : The Wave Goes 
On　羅馬尼亞風勁吹
6
Midnight Heat　我愛午夜長 4
I See It My Way我看我電影 4
Reality Bites　真的假不了
Filmmakers and Filmmaking　影人影事
Dear  Earth…親愛的地球 4
The Avant-Garde　前衛眼 17
The Passion of Reason: Joyce 
Wieland　理智的熱情：　哉絲韋蘭
9
Animation Unlimited超人氣動畫 17
Kawamoto Kihachiro, the Puppet 
Master木偶動畫大師　川本喜八郎
12
Restored Classic　修復經典 3
Vietnamese lassics: Poetry in 
Motion　越南經典：戲中有詩
10
Shibuya Minoru, Master of All 
Trades　松竹風全才巨匠涉谷實
8
The Reality of illusion: Abbas 
Kiarostami　虛實辯證　基阿魯斯達米
14
Kuei Chih-hung, the Rebel in the 
SYSTEM　反建制的先鋒－桂治洪
8
Alll for ONE AND One for All: Union Film 
　人人為我，　我為人人：　中聯電影
22
16th Years of ifva Animation  
第十五屆香港獨立短片及錄像比賽
5
Joint Universities Programme 大專學生作品展
Print Surce 
Index of Directors　索引（依導演名字排列）
Index of titles　索引（依導演名字排列）
2011
23
8
2010
13
2009
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The Fiery Phoenix 火鳳凰 50
283 ( 
record 
Gala　首映禮 5 16
Beautiful 2012 美好２０１２ 4
Young Cinema Competition 新秀電影競賽 8
Documentaries Competition 紀錄片競賽 8
Short Film Competition　國際短片競賽 20
Gala Presentation　影迷嘉年華 14
Master Class　大師級 11
Auteurs　作者風 14
Hong Kong Panorama 2011-2012　香港電影面面觀 8
Peter Ho-Sun Chan, Filmmaker in 
Focus　焦點影人，陳可辛
12
Face to Face talk with 
Peter Ho Sun Chan at 
HKCC Grand Theatre
Global Vision　世界視野 38
Poland in Close-Up特寫波蘭 8
Supported by Adam 
Mickiewicz Institute 
Cultureqpl and 
Filmoteka Narodowa
Indie Power 自主新潮 14
Rediscovering American Indies 美國自主電影新貌 8
Reality Bites/Dear 
Earth...　真的假不了／親愛的地球
9
Filmmakers and Filmmaking　影人影事 10
Master Class by Keanu 
Reeves ( Producer of 
Side by Side ) 
I See It My Way我看我電影 5
Midnight Heat　我愛午夜長 5
Animation Unlimited超人氣動畫 16
The Avant-Garde　前衛眼 14
Ito Takashi, Architecture of the Mind 意念建築師　伊藤高志 22
Restored Classic/Tributes　修復經典／致敬懷念 6
The Tenderness and Savagery of Georges Franju 佐治方朱　天才的法則6
The Aesthetics of Discordance : Kawashima Yuzo 
川島雄三　亂調的美學
6
 The Irreverent Genre-Buster : Kurahara Koreyoshi 穿越類型的宗師　藏原惟繕6
The Stange Case of Hong Kong Amoy Cinema 
方言與本土　－　香港的廈語電影
3
Once Upon a Hero: The Wong Fei-hung Saga 
香港神話－黃飛鴻電影
16
Selected Works from ifva 
DocumentariesＩＦＶＡ紀錄片系列作品精選
2
Joint Universities Programme 大專學生作品展 5
Acknowledgements 鳴謝
撰文／翻譯／青年義工團
World Sales & Print Sources
Index of Directors　索引（依導演名字排列）
Index of titles　索引（依導演名字排列）
2013 想
想　：　夢想；　奇想；　
狂想
68
306 
(receiv
ed 
2137 ; 
57 
premie
re) 
Gala　首映禮 9
Beautiful 2012 美好２０１３ 4
sponsored by YOUKU 
Original, Produced by 
HKIFFS
Young Cinema Competition 新秀電影競賽 8
Documentaries Competition 紀錄片競賽 8
Short Film Competition　國際短片競賽 20
Funded by HKJC 
Charities Trust
Gala Presentation　影迷嘉年華 14
Master Class　大師級 14
Paradise Trilogy 天堂三部曲 3
Auteurs　作者風 11
Hong Kong Panorama 2011-2012　香港電影面面觀 8
Andrew Lau, Filmmaker in 
Focus　焦點影人：　劉偉強
11
Face to Face seminar 
@ HKCC Grand Theatre
Young Taiwanese Cinema 台灣新氣象 3
Chinese New Talents 中國電影新力軍 4
Wings Projet 添翼計劃 3 Supported by X Stream
Jia Zhangke project on 
finance and produce 
eorks of young 
filmmakers
Global Vision　世界視野 31
The Passions of Latin American Cinema 拉美風情 8
Swedish Sextet　瑞典六重奏 6
Supported by 
Consulate General of 
Sweden & Swedish 
Institute
Indie Power 自主新潮 14
Reality Bites/Dear 
Earth...　真的假不了／親愛的地球
8
Filmmakers and Filmmaking　影人影事 9
I See It My Way我看我電影 5
Midnight Heat　我愛午夜長 4
Animation Unlimited超人氣動畫 35
The Avant-Garde　前衛眼 15
James Broughton : 100 Years of Happiness 占士布諾頓：百載風流9
Restored Classic/Tributes　修復經典 8
Selected Works from ifva 
DocumentariesＩＦＶＡ紀錄片系列作品精選
12
Kinoshihta Keisuke Four Hidden 
Gems　木下惠介的四顆遺珠
4
Joint Universities Programme 大專學生作品展 5
Founded by HKJC 
Charities Trust ( Part of 
Jockey Club Cine 
Academy) 
The Cinemati Matrix of Golden Harvest 
奇謀闊步．萬像嘉禾
17
Organised bby HKFA ; 
Partner Organisation : 
Fortune Star Media 
Limited
Acknowledgements 鳴謝
Contributors and Volunteers 
撰文／翻譯／青年義工團
World Sales & Print Sources
Index of Directors　索引（依導演名字排列）
Index of titles　索引（依導演名字排列）
2012
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The world comes to Hong 
Kong
世界匯聚香港 56
300 (88 
premie
res)
Gala　首映禮/Beautiful 2014 6 (7)
Young Cinema Competition 新秀電影競賽 8
Documentaries Competition 紀錄片競賽 8
Short Film Competition　國際短片競賽 20
Gala Presentation　影迷嘉年華 31
1. HKIFF Society Special 
Screening : 
Nymphomaniac ( 
Volume I/II) - 
Sponsored by 
Panorama 
Entertainment
2. France-Chine 50 
Special Screening : On 
my Way 
Face to Face : Catherine 
Deneuve
Isabelle Huppert : Playing Roles 雨蓓來了 4
Master Class　大師級 12
Jiang Wen : Directing History 奇才姜文 4
Auteurs　作者風 12
Asghar Farhadi : 6 Moral Tales 7
Hong Kong Panorama 2013-14 香港電影面面觀 8
The Quiet Revolution: 40 Years of ICAC Drama Series 17
Indie Power 自主新潮 11
Young Taiwanese Cinema 台灣新氣象 4
Global Vision　世界視野 26
The Passion of Latin American Cinema 拉美風情 8
The Glories of Filipino Cinema 姹紫嫣紅菲律賓 7
Supported by SMART; 
PLDT Hong Kong 
Philippines Day : 
supported by Film 
Development Council 
of the Philippines, 
Philippine Consulate-
General 
Decades on the Road to Freedom : Postwar History 
through Recent Czech Cinema 捷克七十年自由路
8
Sponsored by Czech 
film center
Animation Unlimited超人氣動畫 20
I See It My Way我看我電影 5
Midnight Heat　我愛午夜長 4
Restored Classics 修復經典 10
Ozu : 4 Clssics Restored 小津安二郎： 四部修復經典 4
Reality Bites 真的假不了/ Dear Earth 親愛的地球 12
Filmmakers and Filmmaking　影人影事 4
The Avant-Garde　前衛眼 16
Matsumoto Toshio : Strange & Beautiful 松本俊夫：日本實驗電影第一人16
 ifva Storytelling 
SeriesＩＦＶＡ同你講故仔系列作品選
10
Joint Universities Programme 大專學生作品展 5
Ways of the Underworld: Hong Kong Gangser Film as a Genre　江湖了斷-香港黑幫電影的類型情結14
Seminars: 
1. A Date with Big 
Brother
2. Jianghu and 
Brotherly Faith
3. Evolution in Scripting 
Gangster Films 
@Cinema, HKFA
Acknowledgements 鳴謝
Contributors and Volunteers 
撰文／翻譯／青年義工團
World Sales & Print Sources
Index of Directors　索引（依導演名字排列）
Index of titles　索引（依導演名字排列）
Galas 1
Award Gala　頒獎禮之夜 1
Closing Film　閉幕電影 1
Gala Premieres隆重首映 4
Special Presentation　特備節目 1
Firebird Awards for Young 
Cinema　火鳥大獎新秀競賽
Young Cinema Ccompetition　新秀電影競賽 8
Documentary Competition　紀錄片競賽 8
Short Film Competition　國際短片競賽 4
Master & Auteurs　大師與作者
Master Class　大師級 11
Auteurs　作者風 14
World Cinema　世界電影
Gala Presentation　影迷嘉年華 14
Hong Kong Panorama 2014-2015　香港電影面面觀 8
Global Vision　世界視野 31
Germam Cinema Now　德意志豐收年 8
Young Israeli Cinema　以色列新世代 6
Documetaries　紀錄片
Reality Bites　真的假不了 11
Portraits of Museums　博物館解密 3
Filmmakers and Filmmaking　影人影事 6
Platforms　平台
Indie Power　自主新潮 14
Midnight Heat　我愛午夜長 4
I See It My Way　我看我電影 5
Animation Unlimited　超人氣動畫 4
The Avant-Garde　前衛眼 2
Restored Classics　修復經典 8
Focuses　焦點
Roy Andersson, A Critical 
Surrealist　冷調高歌：羅伊安德遜
6
Sylvia Chang, Filmmaker in 
Focus　焦點影人：張艾嘉
14
Paul Clipson, Super-8-
Lyricism　保羅奇立遜：超八隨想曲
2
Tributes　致敬
40 Years Later : The Legacy of Ogawa 
Shinsuke　回到三里塚：小川紳介的啟示
4
Ichikawa Kon, 4 Clssic Restored　市川崑：審美時刻 4
Naruse Mikio, 110th 
Anniversary　成瀨已經喜男１１０年紀念展
4
Miscellaneous　其他
Booking Gugide　訂票指南
How to Festival　電影節指南
HKIFF Passes　電影節通行證
Index of Films　影片索引
星影匯電影免費放映 4
Community Screenings 社區放映會 4
Secondary School Screenings 中學生放映會 4
第３９屆香港國際電影節放映的ＨＡＦ計劃 4
Film + Post-screening Talks 放映＋導賞 5
SIGNIS Award　天主教文化獎 ( co-organised with 
SIGNIS Hong Kong) 
12
2015 211
Hong Kong Cultural 
Centre
UA Cine Moko
US Isquare
The Grand Cinema
MCL Telford Cinema
HK Convention & 
Exhibition Centre
HK City Hall
HK Science Museum
HK Space Museum 
HK Arts Centre
UA Cityplaza
2014
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Appendix 3. -Special Articles 
 
 
 
 
 
Year Theme (Eng) Theme (Chi) Names of articles (Eng) Names of articles (Chi) Author
1978 Nil
Cantonese Cinema in the 1960s : A New Perspective 今日看六十年代粵語片 Lai Kit
Cantonese Cinema in the 1960s - Some Observations 六十年代粵語電影扎記 Lin Nien-Tung
A Study of Zhong Lian Film Company 香港電影的一面光榮旗幟：”中國“史話 Yu Mo Wan
Section 左几訪問 Li Cheuk-to
The Films of Zuo Jii in the 1960s - A Preliminary Study 六十年代作品的初步研究 Li Cheuk-to
Signification in the Films of Qin Jian and Chu Yuan 秦劍與楚原電影中的“象外之象” Lau Shing-hon
Six Major Films of Long Gang 龍剛的姿勢與實際－淺談他的六部作品 Law Kar
An Interview with Long Gang 龍剛訪問 Law Wai ming
An Interview with Cinematographer Wen Gui 學徒制是唯一的制度：攝影師溫貴訪問記 Tian Yan 
The Natural Image 自然的影像 Roger Garcia
Notes on HOW TO GET A WIFE Leong Mo-ling
A Postscript to the Cantonese Cinema Retrospective (1960-1969)“六十年代粵語電影回顧”後記 Shu Kei
Biographical Notes 電影人物小傳
Programme Notes 選映影片簡介
六十年代香港粵語片與社會變遷 葉富強
陳寶珠：廣東女性新形象 羅卡
馮寶寶：一個自我創造的神話 鄧小宇
Archetypes and Variations - Observations on Six Cantonese Films原型與變異－對六部粵語文藝片的觀察 Law Kar
A Time for Tears 流淚的時候 Law Wai -ming
Our Frail Beauty 弱質娉婷話女流
The Father - Son Cycle : A Critique of Themeatic Continuity in Cantonese Cinema父與子－批評粵語片主題的衍續 Stephen Teo
The Melodramatic Point of View Roger Garcia
Radio Plays and the Cantonese Cinema 電台廣播劇與粵語片的關係 Ng Ho
A Case Study of Li Wo 李我．天空小說．電影 Ng Ho
A Preliminary Study of Li Chenfeng 初論李晨風 Li Cheuk-to
Biographical Notes 香港電影工作者小傳 Yu Mo-wan
Programme Notes 選映影片簡介
Filmography of Cantonese Films (1960-1969) 六十年代香港粵語片目錄 Yu Mo-Wan/Tsang Gar-yin
Names used n this book
Hong Kong Cinema Retrospective Catalogues 歷屆香港電影回顧專題特刊
強姦男人的女人 邁克
白燕 紀二
隱抑的慾望對象－潛望芳艷芬 陳輝揚
The Society Psychology of Hong Kong Cinema 香港片的社會心態 Sek Kei
The Changing Power Relationship Between China an Hong Kong 中國與香港之間的權利關係變化 Leung Noong-kong
The Gambling Streak as Seen in Hong Kong Movies 香港電影中的賭 Cheng Yu 
Politicals & Social Issues in Hongkong Cinema Stephen Teo
The Television Work of Ann Hui 許鞍華的電視時期 Shu Kei
RTHK - Its Rise and Decline 從《獅子山下》看港台變遷 Zhang Tao
Suzie Wong and Her World 蘇絲黃和她的世界 Law Kar
Under Wester Eyes S.N. Ko
Chronicles of Change : 1960s-1980s Teresa Ma
Home at Hongkong 家在香港 Lui Tai lok
Biographical Notes 香港新聞紀錄電影發展史話 Yu Mo-wen
Programme Notes 選映影片簡介 Stephen Teo
Filmography of Hongkong Documentary Film(1898-1987) 香港新聞紀錄片目錄 Yu Mo-wan
Screening Programme Supplementary Essay I : Protest Diaoyutai Demonstration, 10th April 2971修訂本補充文章（一）：有關《保釣四．一０》 Mok Chiu-yu
Screening Programme Supplementary Essay II: The Yaumatei  Boat People Incident : A Super 8mm Documentary修訂本補充文章（二）：“油麻地艇戶事件”超八無聲紀錄片說明Lui Tai Lok
Staff of Revised Edition 修訂本工作人員
Hong Kong Cinema Retrospective Ctalogues 歷屆香港電影回顧專題特刊
我看《年輕人》之《一九七七》和《我的燦爛》 雷競旋
人間正道是滄桑－香港紀錄片勾沉與隨想 吳昊
在電影裡找尋時代的特征 畢浩明
影像、真實、政治、歷史 澄雨
紀錄九七、製造歷史 吳俊雄
香港電影與社會變遷
六十年代粵語電影回顧Cantonese Cinema Retrospective (1960-69)1982
粵語文藝片回顧１９５０－１９６９Cantonese Melodrama 1950-19691986
Changes in Hong Kong Society through Cinema
Topics on Hong Kong Cinema Retrospective 香港電影回顧特刊　（一九七八－二零零零）
1988
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Chinese Emigres on Screem Lynn Pan
Some Reflections on Asian Stereotypes in American Movies Jonathan Rosenbaum
The True Way of the Dragon : The Films of Bruce Lee Stephen Teo
The Image of Overseas Chinese in American Cinema Ng Chun-ming, Paul
Programme Notes
Appendix I : Biographical Notes
西方電影中華人的定型化問題 史文鴻
香港電影的海外經驗 羅卡
早期香港電影中的海外華人形象 余慕雲
過番客傳奇 吳昊
美國電影中的海外華人形象 吳振明
訪問周之文談海外華人電影製作與形象轉變 羅卡、招汶華
訪問楚原 羅卡、傅慧儀
訪問方令正、羅桌瑤談海外題材的創作 羅卡
訪問李晨風談改編與製作 羅卡、古兆奉
訪問陳文 羅卡
附錄（一）：　電影工作者小傳
附錄（二）：　有海外華人形象的港片選目
Two or Three Things About Mandarin Pop 時代歌曲二、三事 Wong Kee-chee
Songstresses of the World 天涯歌女情 Ng Ho
Oh, Karaoke! - Mandarin Pop & Musicals 卡拉ＯＫ－國語時代曲與歌舞片 Stephen Teo
Blessing, Bad Woman, Little Person 祝福、壞女人、小人兒 Sek Kei
Mandarin Movies & Mandarin Pop Songs 電影時時代曲之誕生溫床 Paul Leung
The Songstress, the Farmer's Daughter, the Mambo Girl and the Songstress Again歌女、村女與曼波女郎 Sam Ho
Epiligue : Beginning and End of an Era 後記－時代的開始與終結 Law Kar
Excerpts From an Interview With Ge Lan Sam Ho
Pathe : Evolution of a Record Company 上海百代公司（原路）革 Wong Kee-chee
Programme Notes
Appendix : Filmography of Hong Kong Films with Popular Songs 1940-69
白光光、照地堂 邁克
四十至六十年代香港國語電影歌曲的類型和來源 余慕雲
時代的回音－歌影星訪問錄： 姚莉 顧媚 席靜婷 林翠 葛蘭黃奇智訪問、小虹摘錄
The Shanghai HANGOVER - The Early Years of Mandarin Cinema in Hong Kong上海遺風－香港早期國語電影 張建德
The Cinema of Turbulence : The Emotional State of Shanghai Film Talents Working in Hong Kong in Period 1946-50亂世電影：一九四六－五零年上海南遷香港的電影 吳昊
Old Images of Two Cities : The Position of Mandarin Cinema in 1950's in Hong Kong雙城舊影－國語電影對五十年代香港的態度 羅維明
Struggle to Entertain: The Political Ambivalence of Shanghai Film Industry under Japanese Occuption, 1941-1945娛樂至上－淪陷時期上海電影政治的隱晦性 傅葆石
不容易受傷的女人 邁克
The Influx of Shanghai Filmmakers into Hong Kong and Hong Kong Cinema上海影人入港與香港電影 譚春發
Stars of Twoo Cities : Li Qinian and Chen Yunshang ( Nancy Chan)李綺年與陳雲裳－電影雙城的雙星 方保羅
Epologue : Retrospection, Reflection, and Doubts 香港電影和上海電影的淵源 余慕雲
後記：回顧、反思、懷疑 羅卡
Interviews 訪問記
從影六十年的李萍小倩 洪克珉
訪問童月娟談張善琨 羅卡、陳樹貞
Programme Notes 放映影片評介
Topics of Hong Kong Cinema Retrospective Srction, HKIFF 歷屆香港電影回顧專題
The Introduction of the Camera to China 攝影機引進中國的過程 Marie-Claire Quiquemelle
Hong Kong's Cinematic Beginnings 1896-1908 香港早期的電影軌跡（１８９６－１９０８） Law Wai-ming
Early Impressions of the Hong Kong Cinema : 1909-1915 香港早期的電影軌跡（１９０９－１９１５） Law Kar
Hw Cinema Came to China : Theories and Doubts 電影是如何傳到中國的？一些疑問，一些推論 Lee Daw-ming
An Investigration into Taiwan's First Ever Film Activities 台灣電影史上第一次放映及拍片活動的再考查 Law Wai-ming
Tracing the Electric Shadow : A brief History of the Early Hong Kong Cinema追溯電光幻影：早期香港電影簡史 Stephen Teo
The Patriotic Tradition in Hong Kong Cinema: A Preliminary Study of Pre-War Patriotic Films香港電影的愛國主義傳統 Yu Mo-wan
Patriotism or Profit: Hong Kong Cinema during the Second World War抗戰時期香港電影初探 Fu Poshek
The Facial Index: Movie Spies Play Havoc in Hong Kong 面孔指數：電影諜影鬧香江 Ng Ho
A Study of the Da Zhonghua ( Great China) Film Company “大中華”電影的探索 Cheuk Pak-tong
Postscript 後記 Law Kar
Appendix I : A List of Films Made by Foreign Groups from 1896 to 1912 that are related to China and the Chinese附錄一：１８９６－１９１２年外國人在中國拍攝的影片Lee Daw-ming
Appendix II : Chronology of Cinema Events in Hong Kong: 1896-1950附錄二：香港電影大事年表（１８９６－１９５０年）Hong Kong Film Archive
Programme Notes 放映影片評介
Topics of Hong Kong Cinema Retrospective Srction, HKIFF 歷屆香港電影回顧專題
The Decade with Two Faces : Cantonese Cinema and the Paranoid Sixities兩面的時代：　粵語片與精神分裂的六十年代 Stephen Teo
The War between the Cantonese and Mandarinn Cinema in the Sixties or How the Beautiful Women Lost to the Action Men六十年代粵語片、國語片之戰－玉女為何不敵打仔？ Sek Kei
Licensed to Kick Men : The Jane Bond Films 珍姐邦：奉指打男人的女人 Sam Ho
Stars in a Landscape : A Glance at Cantonese Movies of the Sixities星象與景觀－六十年代粵語片一瞥 Law Kar
Hong Kong Cinema's Animal Comedies' 1967-70 香港動物喜劇電影（１９６７－７０年）試探 Ng Ho
The Characteristics of Sixties Youth Movies 六十年代青春派電影的特色 Cheuk Pak-tong
Young Rebels in Martial Arts Genre : A Study of The Golden Hairpin and Green-eyed Demoness從《碧血金釵》《碧眼魔女》看少俠的叛逆個性 Thomas Shin
Waste Not Our Youth : My World of Sixties Cantonese Movies莫負青春：我的六十年代粵語片世界 Bryan Chang
Looking for Rebels in Sixties Cantonese Movies 在六十年代粵語片中尋找阿飛 Rex Wong
I Love Lydia Sham 我愛沈殿霞 Ah Meng
A Kaleidoscope of Characer Acors 性格演員話滄桑 Law Kar
Cantonese Movies of the Sixties : An Oral History by Chan Wan陳雲暢談六十年代粵語片界 Cindy Chan, Law Kar
Wong Yiu on Cantonese Movies 黃堯談粵片 Sei Kei
The Chi-luen Film Company, Cradle of Youth Musicals 青春歌舞片的搖籃－志聯影業公司 Yuen Tsu-ying
New Style Martial Arts Movies and Sin-Hon Kong-luen 仙鶴港聯和粵語新派武俠片 Yuen Tsz-ying
Programme Notes 放映影片評介
Hong Kong Cinema Retrospective Catalogues 歷屆香港電影回顧專題
國語片與時代曲（四十至六十年代）Mandarin Films and Popular Songs : 40's-60's1993
早期香港中國影像Early Images of Hong Kong & China
The Restless Breed : Cantonese Stars of the Sixies1996
1995
電影中的海外華人形象Overseas Chinese Figures in Cinema1992
香港－上海：　電影雙城Cinema of Two Cities: Hong Kong - Shanghai1994
躁動的一代：六十年代粵片新星
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Hong Kong's Electric Shadow Show : From Survival to Discovery光影大觀：從掙扎求 存到被西方發現的香港電影 Stephen Teo
From Cities in Hong Kong Cinema to Hong Kong Films on Cities 從香港電影裡的都是到香港的都是電影 Leung Ping-Kwan
The Tubulent Sixties : Modernity, Youth Culture, and Cantonese Film in Hong Kong騷動的六十年代：現代性、青少年文化與香港粵語電影Poshek Fu
Thoughs on 'Boundaries' “界限”隨想錄 Ng Ho
A Magical Witch's Brew: a Chinese Ghost Story 佛跳牆、好鬼香：十載重溫《倩女幽魂》 Sam ho
Hero on Fire: A Comparative Study of John Woo's "Hero" Series and Ringo Lam's "On Fire" Series吳宇森“英雄系列”與林嶺東《風雲系列》之比較 Law Kar
Aesthetics in Action : Kung Fu, Gunplay and Cinematic Expressivity動作的美學：功夫、槍戰與電影表現力 David Bordwell
Nostalga and Nonsense : Two instances of commemorative pratives Hong Kong Cinema in the early 1990s“懷舊”與“無厘頭”：九十年代初香港電影中兩個歷史紀慶行動Linda Chiu-han Lai
Ecology and Late  Colonial Hong Kong Cinema: Imaginations in Time後殖民的香港電影文化心態說：時間的想象 Esther Ching-mei Yau
Hong Kong Cinema form June4 to 1997 從“六四”到“九七”的港產片 Sek Kei
Home, Mihgration, Identiy : Hong Kong Film Workers Join the Chinese Diaspora家、遷移與身份：香港電影人成為新一群流徙華人 Steve Fore
Hong Kong Cinema and its Overseas Market: A History Review, 1950-1995海外市場與香港電影發展關係（１９５０－１９９５）Grace Leung, Joseph Chan
The Hong Kong Cinema's 'Taiwan Factor' “台灣因素”對香港電影的影響 Liang Hai-Chiang
The Influence of Hong Kong Cinema on Mainland China (1980-1996)香港電影對大陸的影響（１９８０－１９９６） Hu Ke
Programme Notes 放映影片評介
Hong Kong Cinema Retrospective Catalogues 歷屆香港電影回顧專題
Transcending the Times : King Hu 超前與跨越：胡金銓篇
Only the Valiant : King Hu and His Cinema Opera 忠義群像：胡金銓及其戲曲風味電影 Stephen Teo
Richness through Inperfection : King Hu and the Glimpse 不足中見豐盛：胡金銓驚鴻一瞥 David Bordwell
King Hu and the Aesthetics of Space 胡金銓的電影空間美學 Ng Ho
A Pioneer in Film Language : On King Hu's Style of Editing 電影語言的開創者：論胡金銓的剪接風格 Cheuk Pak Tong
A Touch of Zen: Blood Draining into Poetry 血流成詩話俠女 Ma Guoguang
King Hu's Lat Interview 和胡金銓最後的訪談 Interviewed by Hirokazu Yamada and Koyo Ydagawa
Remembering King HU 萍蹤俠影憶金銓
King Hu Biographical Notes 胡金銓生平大事表
Transcending the Times : Eileen Chang 超前與跨越：張愛玲篇
Telling a Woman's Story : Eileen Chang and the Invention of Woman's Film女人話語：張愛玲與《太太萬歲》 Poshek Fu
The Cinematic Detiny of Eileen Chang 張愛玲的電影緣 Law Kar
Eileen Chang and Hong Kong Urban Cinema 張愛玲與香港都市電影 P.K. Leung
Eileen Chang and Cinematic Space 張愛玲的電影空間 Mary Wong
座談張愛玲
Three Recollections of Eileen Chang 三個訪問
Tragedy of a Floating Life : A Chronoligy of Eileen Chang's Life浮世的悲歡－張愛玲的人生圖象
Programme Notes 放映影片評介
Hong Kong Cinema Retrospective Catalogues List 歷屆香港電影回顧專題
1999 Hong Kong New Wave -Twenty Years After香港電影新浪潮－二十年後的回顧
Intoduction ( The Age of Independents: New Asian Film & Video) 獨立時代：亞洲新電影與錄像序言 Jacob Wong & Teresa Kwong ( Film and video manager of HKArts Centre)
Introduction ( Global Vision) 世界視野序言 Jacob Wong & Freddie Wong
A Tribute to Jan Svankmajer　： 向楊．史雲梅耶致敬　：
The Salience of Objects- Jan Svankmajer's Animated Universe超現實主義者的煉金術 黃志輝 Wong Chi-fai
稀釋接觸：史雲梅耶的一首觸感詩 張偉雄翻譯
顛倒的五官 史雲梅耶　（張偉雄翻譯）
They Walk Alone: Observations on the Dardenne Brothers ( under Director in Focus: Jean-Pierre & Luc Dardenne)無間行者－對戴丹兄弟電影的一些觀察 王瑞祺 Wong Sui-kei
Rob Nilsson- Direct Action Hero (under The Direct Cinema of Rob Nilsson) 誰怕洛．尼遜？－直接行動電影的革命勁力 Bono Lee　李照興
Bellocchio's Firebrand Films ( under Director in foucs : Marco Bellocchio) 貝洛奇奧的火氣十足電影 金炳興 Kam Ping-hing
The Beginninig of a New Era : A Paradigm Shift of HK Cinema (under HK Panorama 2003-2004)新年代之始－香港及其電影的範式轉移 Bono Lee　李照興
Man as Drifter - Kim Ki-duk's Memoirs of Desire 漂流之男－金基德的慾海念力 Tong Ching-Siu湯禎兆
Stan Brakhage 史丹．布力奇治的視覺實驗 Fred Camper弗迪．金柏
1997 光影繽紛五十年Fifty Years of Electric Shadows
超前與跨越：胡金銓與張愛玲Transcending the Times : King Hu & Eileen Chang1998
General Festival Catalogue 
2002
2003
2004
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Each Finfing Their Own Way - Hong Kong Cinema 2005 我自求我道－香港電影之各自修行 Tong Ching-Siu湯禎兆
Talking About Seeing : A Conversation with James Benning 看的藝術：和占士．班寧對談 Danni Zuvela
heavenly Hell : An Introduction to Nakagawa Nobuo 幽光魅影人間世－怪談大導的人文關懷 願良
Homecoming and Intertextuality - The Last Guard of City Imagines落葉歸根　電影對話－香港電影的守城想象 Tong Ching-Siu湯禎兆
Paolo Giolo: The Face of Another Cinema 保羅．治奧利：電影另外的面容 Mark McElhatten 馬克．麥恩哈頓
Shackled to the Magic ormula - A Dark Decade in Hong Kong Cinema十年電影不翻身　黃金程式捆綁人　香港電影的幽暗年代Tong Ching-Siu湯禎兆
Intoduction ( Deconstructing History in Chinese Documentaries) 中國紀錄片與歷史解構　簡介
Introductin ( The Pathos of Things , Ichikawa Jun) 
Mainland Assimilation and Small Budgeters - Hong Kong Cinema 2008融入內地與小本經營－２００８香港電影回顧 Longtin　朗天
Introduction ( A Tribute to Romantic Visions : 25th Anniversary of Film Workshop)
Hans Richter " Film is Rhythm" 漢斯烈治達：　電影就是韻律 Ulrich Gregor　烏力克格雷戈爾
Introduction ( The Realist Dao od Yu Hyun-mok 俞賢穆　寫實法度
Introduction ( Defining Modernity - Michelangello Antonioni)定義現代　安東尼奧尼
Introduction ( In the Name of Love : The Films of Evan Yang)兒女情長：易文電影
Let's Meet Here 電影節見 Honng Kong Cinema on the New Long March 2009 新長征路上的香港電影２００９ Wong Chi-fai　黃志輝
Native Speaker : The Cinema of Raymond Red 電影就是他的母語 Roger Garcia　高思雅
Krzysztof Zanussi / On… 是現實人情，不是政治電影 張偉雄翻譯
Shimazu Senpai and the Shochiku Story 桃李滿門的松竹先輩 H.C.Li
The True Story of Guru Dutt's Lights and Shadows 古魯達特　真實的光影故事 Jiromaru Akira　次良丸章
From Phantom City to the Kung Fu Arena- A Summary of Hong Kong films Released in 2010從鬼市到擂台－２０１０年港產片小結 Ernest Chan陳志華
There is Only One Joyce 哉絲只有一個 P. Sitney Adams　
Kawamoto Kihachiro's puppet Anime 川本喜八郎的藝術 Helen McCarthy 海倫麥卡菲
The War on Vietnamese Screens Gina Marchetto
越南電影的骨肉和氣韻 羅卡
Irony, Disenchantment, and Visual Excess : The Style of Shibuya Minoru反諷、脫魅與視覺張揚　涉谷實的電影風格 藤原克里斯 Chris Fujiwara
From Mars to Eath- Hong Kong Films in 2011 從火星到地球　－　２０１１年港產片小結 Ernest Chan陳志華
Ghostly Energy 幽靈能量 Minato Chihiro 港千尋
Georges Franju : The Unknown Face, The Critical Eye 方朱解密
Getting a Grip on Kawashima Yuzo Aaron Gerow　
《幕末太陽傳》札記 Tong Ching-Siu湯禎兆
Introduction to Kuraara Koreyoshi Hatano Tetsuro
藏原惟繕的夢想與熱情 朗天
Dream Is Hong Kong Becoming Like the Mainland, or Vice Versa? 香港大陸化？大陸香港化？ Sek Kei　石琪
James Broughton : Follow Your Own Weird 占士布諾頓：順應一己之怪 Stephen Silha　史提芬施拿
The Unknown Part of Kinoshita Keisuke 木下的遺珠 Ichiyama Shozo
Asghar Farhadi: The Past is Present 阿斯加法哈迪談電影作法 Tomris Laffly　衛靈輯譯
From Co-productions to Team Local : Hong Kong Cinema 2013從合伙到狂舞－２０１３香港電影小結 Ernest Chan陳志華
Matsumoto Toshio : Strange & Beautiful 指／望：松本俊夫的實驗電影視角 Interviewed by Aaron Gerow
Living for the Moment- Hong Kong Films Frozen in the Present活在當下－香港電影之凝定於現在 Tong Ching-Siu湯禎兆
Michael Snow : A Brief Introduction Peter RIST
米高．史諾的實驗電影旅程 Bart Testa　巴特．泰斯達
醉藍都會短片創作大賽評審團
The Films of Kinoshita - Emotional Waves Expressed 
Through "Walking " and Tracking Shots 木下電影之深？技巧－推軌鏡頭與步行情狀
SATO 
Tadao　佐藤忠
男
Biography of Kinoshita Keisuke 木下惠介小傳
Raymond 
Pathanavirango
on 昌明
2015
2007
2010
2011
2006
2008
2012
2009
The Fiery Phoenix 火鳳凰
2013
2014
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Appendix 4. - Publications & Events 
 
 
Anniver
sary Title ( Eng) Title ( Chi) Title ( Eng) Title ( Chi) 
Year of 
Origin
Year of 
reprint 
Date of 
festival Notes
Free Exhibition, Seminar & Forum ( 
from 2002)
2 Cantonese Cnema Retrospective (1950-1959)五十年代粵語電影回顧（一九五零－一九五九） 1978
The selection reflect two major trends in 
cinema (Western) - the move towards films 
which examine society, and the increasing 
consciousness of film-makers in the cinema as 
an articulation of visual, oral and gesture codes 
and signs, of films as communication.
- open seminars " Festival Forums"
3 Hong Kong Cinema Survey (1946-1968)戰後香港電影回顧（一九四六－一九六八） 1979
4 A Study of the Hong Kong Martial Arts Film 香港功夫電影研究 1980 1994 1997: have 19 catalogues inn past 20 years
5 A Study of te Hong Kong Swordplay Film ( 1945-1980)香港武俠電影研究（一九四五－一九八零） 1981 1996
6 Cantonese Cinema Retrospective (1960-1969)六十年代粵語電影回顧（一九六零－一九六九） 1982 1996
7 A Comparative Study of Post-War Mandarin and Cantonese Cinema : the Films of Zhu Shilin, Qin Jian and Other Directors戰後國、粵語片比較研究－朱石麟、秦劍等作品回顧 1983
8 A Study of Hong Kong Cinema in the Seventies (1970-197)七十年代香港電影研究（一九七零－一九七九） 1984 1994
9 The Tradition of Hong Kong Comedy 香港喜劇電影的傳統 1985
10 Cantonese Melodrama (1950-1969)粵語文藝片回顧（一九五零－一九六九） 1986 1997
11 Cantonese Opera Film Retrospective粵語戲曲片回顧 1987 1996
12 Changes in Hong Kong Society through Cinema香港電影與社會變遷 1988
13 Phantoms of the Hong Kong Cinema戲園誌異－香港靈幻電影回顧 1989
14 The China Factor in Hong Kong Cinema 香港電影的中國脈絡 1990 1997
15 Hong Kong Cinema in the Eighties八十年代香港電影 1991
16 Overseas Chinese Figures in Cinema電影中的海外華人形象 1992
17 Mandarin Films and Popular Songs : 40's-60's國語片與時代曲（四十至六十年代） 1993
18
Cinema od Two Cities : Hong Kong - Shanghai香港－上海：　電影雙城 1994
1. HK Film Archive organised exhibition to add 
fanfare to HKIFF
2. 
有線電影台成立（睇有線電視　自己話嗮
事）
19
Early images of Hong Kong & China早期香港中國影像 1995
1. Centenary of Cinema : theme & ecxhibition " 
The Early Fays of Hong Kong Cinema" ( HKFA)
20
The Restless Breed : Cantonese Stars of the Sixies躁動的一代：六十年代粵片新星The 20th Anniversary of HKIFF 電影節二十週年紀念特刊 1996 1. a set of 4 'Hong Kong Movie Stars' stamps 
issued by the Post Office
2. a webpage of HKIFF established
3. An Exhibition on the Superstars of 
Cantonese Movies of the Sixties by HK Film 
Archive
21
Fifty Years of Electric Shadows 光影繽紛五十年 Hong Kong Panorama 96-97 香港電影面面觀96-97 1997
1. First 3-day Conference of Hong Kong Cinema 
for filmmakers, critics, scholars *in't and HK
2. Special discount for all weekday matinees 
(1230,230,530 show) from Mon-Fri
3. Subtitling projection system at Cultural 
Centre
4.Preview Film Shows at Ko Shan Theatre to 
attract yound ppl
5. "50 years of the Hong Kong Film Production 
and Distribution Industries 1947-1997" 
exihibition by HKFA 
22
Transcending the Times : King Hu & Eileen Chang超前與跨越：胡金銓與張愛玲
Hong Kong Panorama 97-98 香港電影面面觀97-98
1998
1. Exhibition of King Hu 'sFilm Relices
2. 1st seminar (沙龍茶座）"Afternoon Tea 
With Eileen Chang"
3. exhibition of literary works of Eileen Chang ( 
by the Provisional Urban Council Libraries)
4. Hong Kong Film Archive Treasures : An 
Exhibition ( by HKFA) 
5. "Omnimax Show - Special Effects ( by HK 
Space Museum)
6. outdoor screenings
7. Exhibition of ' Jing Hu's film relics
23
Hong Kong New Wave- Twenty Year After香港新浪潮－二十年後的回顧
Hong Kong Panorama 98-99 香港電影面面觀98-99
1999
1. Spotlight 1 local "Director in Focus" from 
this year
2. establish 'FIPRESCO Award : to encourage 
film production and exchange of ideas within 
Asian region
3. co-present ' The Age of Independents - New 
Asian Film & Video' Section
4. new section " Kiderfest" for young audience
5. New services : 'Standing tickets' ; 
'automated telephone booking system ' 
6. expand screenings venues to New Territories
1. Posters and Still Exhibtion
2. ' The Making of Martial Arts Film - As told by 
Filmmakers and Stars' Exhibition 
3. Seminars
4. Meet the director sessions
5. 'student previews'
6. outdoor films shows
Border Crossings in Hong Kong Cinema跨界的香港電影 Hong Kong Cinema '79-'89 ( Combined Edition)香港電影七九－八九（合訂本）
Hong Kong Panorama 1999-2000 香港電影面面觀1999-2000
25 Hong Kong Panorama 2000-2001 香港電影面面觀2000-2001
A century of Chinese cinema : look back in glory 世紀回眸 : 中華電影經典展 
Retrospective Catalogues Special Topic Catalogyes
24 2000
2001
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26 Hong Kong Panorama 2001-2002 香港電影面面觀2001-2002 2002
1. no proper office and equiment installed 
2. establish Hong Kong - Asia Screenings ( HAS)
1. Posters & Stills Exhibition (Foyer, Hong Kong 
Cultural Centre)
2. Back to Dreamland: Cathay Showcase ( 
Exhibition Hall , Hong Kong Film Archive)
3. Go Digital : The Future of Film Seminar ( Hong 
Kong Arts Centre)
4. The Films of Jan Svankmajer Seminar ( Science 
27 Ozu yasujiro, 100th Annicersary 小津安二郎百年紀念展 2003
1. NEW EVENT: Firebird Awards for Young 
Cinema
2. New Event: Asian DV Competition
3. New Event: Humanitarian Awards for 
Documentaris
4. " Cinema Capital in April" - the 27 HKIFF / HK 
Film Awards/ HK Asia Film Financing Forum 
held concurrently in Apr
1. Posters & Stills Exhibition (Auditoria Building, 
Hong Kong Cultural Centre)
2. Shaws Galaxy of Stars ( Exhibition Hall, HKFA)
3. Yamada Yoji on Ozu Seminar ( HK Science 
Museum Lecture Hall)
4. Melodrama and Martial Arts- The Shaw Style ( 
HKFA Exhibition Hall)
5. Let's Talk Ozu ( HK Science Museum Lec. Hall)
6. David Bordwell on Ozu ( HK Science Museum 
Lec. Hall) 
Ernst Lubitsch, A Touch of Paradise 喜劇之王劉別謙
Shimizu Hiroshi, 101st Anniversary 清水宏１０１年紀念展
William Chang, Art Director 焦點美指：張叔平
Aki Kaurismaki Retrospective 芬蘭怪傑：郭利斯馬基
In Memory of Francois Truffaut 難忘杜老福
29 Andy Lau , Actor in Focus 焦點演員：劉德華 2005
1. First time as partner of "Entertainment Expo 
2005"--> the joint effort will further enhance 
Hong Kong's frofitle as a world city ( by Mr 
Wilfred Wong, JP, chairman f HKIFFS) 
2. New session for young audience : si@hkiff , 
1. Christopher Doyle - in and out of cinema 
Multimedia Exhibition ( Taikoo Place, Island East) 
2. Poster and Still Exhibition ( HKCC)
3. Pearl River Delta : Movie. Culture Life Exhibtion 
( HKFA)
30
Milkyway Image, Beyond 
Imagination - Wai Ka-fai +Johnnie 
To + Creative Squad (1996-2005)
銀河映像，　難以想象－
韋家輝＋杜琪峰＋創作兵
團（１９９６－２００５
）
2006
Exhibition: 
1. Johnnie To On Location Photo Exhibition ( 
Taikoo Place Devon House
2. Film Posters Exhibition (HKCC Auditoria 
Building)
Herman Yau, Director in Focus 焦點導演：邱禮濤 2007
Filmmaker in focus, Eric Tsang 焦點影人, 曾志偉 
Asian Film Awards : 17.3.2008
Hong Kong - Asia ilm Financing Forum : 17-
19.3.3008
Asian Film Awards : 23.3.2009
Hong Kong - Asia Film Financing Forum : 23-
25.3 .2009
1. The first time show a 3D film and 
2. revive "Archival Treasures" : silent films 
shown with live piano accompaniment
34 Bruce Lee Lives 小龍不死 2010 21.3-6.4.2010
Asian Film Awards: 22.3.2010
Hong Kong - Asia Film Fiancing Forum : 22-
24.3.2010
1. The Cinema of Lung Kong (HKFA ) 
2. A Dialogue with Ling Kong (HKFA)
3. Hong Kong Cinema - Beyond Co-production ( 
JKCEC, HALL 1)
4. The Art of Fei Mu (HKFA Cinema)
5. Filming on he Margin #1(HKSM)
6. Filming on the Margin #2 ( HKSM)
7. The Art of Restoration - Case Study on 
Metrololis ( 1992) and Confucius ( 1940) (HKFA 
Cinema)
8. The Cultureal and Aesthetic Value of Film 
Preservation ( HKFA Cinema)
35 2011 20.3-5.4.2011
Asian Film Awards : 21.3.2011
HAF: 21-23.3.2011
Jocket Club Cine Academy established
1. Jockey Club Cine Academy: Master Class-  Jia 
Zhangke ( HKCC Conference room)
2. Jockey Club Cine Academy : Face to Face- Wai 
ka-fai ( HKCC)
3. Shibuya Minoru, Master of All Trades (HKAC 
Cinema)
4. The Union Film Spirit (HKFA)
5. The Reality of illusion: Abbas Kiarostami (HKSM)
6. Vietnamese Classics: Poetry in Motion
7. The Genre Films of Union Film (HKFA)
36
Peter Ho-Sun Chan : my way / 
edited by Li Cheuk-to.
焦點導演，陳可辛 2012 21.3-5.4.2012
Asian Film Awards : 19-21.3.2012 ;HFA : 
19.3.2012
1. Joceky Club Cine Academy Master Class - Keanu 
Reeves (HKCEC Theatre 1) 
2. The Wong Fei-Hung Mystique (HKFAC)
3. Jockey Club Cine Academy Face to Face - Peter 
Ho-Sun Chan ( HKCC Grand Theatre)
4. Kawashima Yuzo and Kurahara Koreyoshi ( 
HKSpace M Lec Hall)
5. Those Were the Days ( HKFAC)
6. The Tenderness and Savagery of George Franju 
37 2013 17.3-2.4.2013
Asian Film Awards : 18.3.2013 ; HAF : 18-
20.3.2013
38
The quiet revolution : 40 years of 
ICAC drama series / editors, Li 
Cheuk-to, Keith Chan 
 靜默革命 : 
廉政劇集四十年 
- Exhibition (226/3-3/4 @ 
HKCC)
- Seminar (HKSM)
2014 HAF: 24-26.3.2014 ( AFA NO RECORD)
1. Remembering Chiu Kang-Chien: A seminar ( HK 
SM Lec Hall) 
2. Post-screening talk with Isabelle Huppet (The 
Grand Cinema)
3. Post-screening talk with agnes b ( HKCC)
4. Post-screening talk with Catherine Deneuve ( 
The Grand Cinema)
39 2015
1. M+ hold 2 exhibition and 1 screening " 
Moving Images"
2. 100 movies with Chinese subtitles ( 50% of 
1. Face to Face with Sylvia Chang , Filmmaker in 
Focus (HKCC Greand Theatre)
2. Film+ Post-screening Talks (4) : financially 
1. Poster & Still Exhibition ( Auditoria Bld, HK 
Cutrual Centre)
2. Novel. Drama.Melodrama Exhibition( HK FA)
3. Peter Kubelka and Fred Camper on Stan 
Brakhage ( HKScienc Mueum Lec. Hall)
4. Kunqu Lecture Demonstration 
昆曲示範交流會( City Hall 
Theatre)－持有《鳳冠情事》票根優先
5. Melodrama: Director Lee Sun-fung, Style and 
Achievement Seminar ( HKFA Cinema)
6. The Secret of Shimizu's Genius ( HK Space 
Museum Lec. Hall)
1. Newly added award: FIPRESCI Award 
國際影評人聯盟獎& SIGNIS 
Award　天主教文化獎
2. Completion of HKIFF's corporatization plan ( 
Message by Dr Darwin Chen SBS - Chairman of 
HKADC): expect growing dynamism and 
flexibility in the organization, management and 
operation of the event, with enhanced 
programme variety and quality. This revitalized 
HKIFF will steer Hong Kong closer to its vision 
of becoming the "Capital of Asian Cinema"
3. Lunqu Lecture -Demonstration to 
200428
A Tribute to Romantic Visions - 
25th Anniversary of Film 
WORKSHOP
20.3-11.4.2007
1. First Hong Kong - Asia Film Financing Forum 
( HAF) 
2. First Asian Film Awards ( AFA)
3. move 7 days forward ( 23 days total) to 
coincide with opening of FILMART - for more 
attrative to international press/film industry 
Seminar & Forum: 
1. Li Han-hsiang and His Actors (HKFA Cinema)
2. Notes on Realism in Wang ing's and Jia 
Zhangke's Films(HK Science Museum Lec. Hall)
3. Between Documentary and Fiction (HK Science 
Museum Lec Hall) by leung Ping-kwan; Li Yifan, 
Wang Bing, Jia Zhangke
4. Fictional Truth and Digital Realities (HKSM Lec 
Hall)
5. The Genre Films of Li Han hsiang ( HKAF 
Cinema) by Yau Ching, Sam Ho, Michael Hui
Herman's Hermitage *HKSM Lec Hall) by Herman 
32
200933
31
The Onne and Only, Edward Yang 一一重現　楊德昌 2008
Seminar: 
1. China Film Foundation delegates on Chinese 
cinema (HKFA Lec. HALL)
2. The Films of Zhu Shilin ( HKFA Lec Hall)
3. Deconstructing History in Chinese 
Documentaries #1 (HK Science Museum)
17.3-6.4.2008
1. Evan Yang: The Man and His Work ( HKFA) 
2. For the Love of Movies : The Sory of American 
Film Criticism
3. "The Controversial Centenary of Hong Konng 
Cinema" forum ( HK Science Museum) 
4. 25th Annivrsary of Film Workshop (HKSM)
5. The Films of Evan YangHKFA)
6. Between Public and Private : A Space for 
Independent Chineese Cinema #1 (HKSM)
7. Between Public and Private : A Space for 
22.3-13.4.2009
浪漫演義　電影工作室創
意非凡甘五年
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Appendix 5. - Sponsors & Partnerships (from 2002) 
Year no. of partners Title of Sponsor partners Sponsors
Sponsoring 
session
903 id club
Australian Consulate 
General Hong Kong
Cathay Pacific Airways Ltd
Circle K Convenicnce Store
Commercial Radio
Consulate General of France, HK
Desk Pro Ltd
Fortress
Full Shine Corporation
Harbour Plaza Hong Kong
Hong Kong Arts Centre
co-presented 
'The Age of 
Independents: 
New Asian 
Film & Video'; 
'Planet Osaka"
Hong Kong Cable television Ltd.
hutchison Telecommunications ( HK) Ltd
Leisure and Cultural Services Depatment
Manhattan Card Company Ltd
Milk Magazine
Now.com
Consulate General of France, HK
presented in 
collaboration 
with "Opera 
Meets Film"
San Miguel Brewery Hong Kong Ltd
Spike Hong Kong
The Ninetyseven Group
Ticketek hong Kong
Tom Lee Music Co. Ltd
Tsit Wing ( HK) Co. Ltd
Unifrance
Agnes B Master Class
Cable TV
Cathay Pacific Airways Ltd
Galas; Firebird 
Awards for 
oung Cinema
Club 64
CRHK
Cream 
Eye Candy
Heineken Hong Kong
Hong Kong -Asia Film Fiancing Forum
Hong Kong Arts Centre
Hong Kong Film Awards Association
organised " 
The 8th ifva-
The Winners"
Hong Kong Tourism Board
The  Japan Foundation
jointed 
present with " 
Ozu Yasujiro, 
100th 
Anniversary"
Leisure & Cultural Services Dept
Macau Tower Convention & Entertainment Cntre
Manhattan Card Company Ltd
Milk Magazine
Nescafe
New Digital Noise Ltd
New World Renaissance Hotel
Now.com
Orange
Oxfam HK
co-organised 
Humanitarian 
Awards for 
Documentarie
s
Panasonic
Asian DV 
Competition
RTHK
co0presented 
"75 Years of 
Broadcasting - 
A Selection of 
RTHK 
Television 
Works"
Shochiko Co., Ltd
supported 
"Ozu Yasujiro, 
100th 
Anniversary"
South China Morning Post
Tom Lee Music Co. Ltd
Agnes B
Sonsored 
'Gala 
Presentation"
Austrian Consulate General
Cable TV
Cathay Pacific Airways Ltd
proudly 
supported the 
"Galas"; 
"Rememberin
g Leslie 
Cheung and 
Anita Mui"; 
"Global 
Vision"
Club 64
CRHK
Consulate General of Canada
Consulate General of France, HK
European Coordination of Film Festival
Goethe Institut Hong Kong
HITACHI (HK) LTD
Hong Kong Arts Centre
organised 
"The 9th ifva 
The Winners"
Hong Kong Film Archive
organised " 
Novel . 
Drama. 
Melodrama"
Hong Kong Tourism Board
Hong Kong Trade Development Council
Hotel Miramar Hong Kong
Lee Hysan Foundation
Sponsored 
"Reality Bites"
Leisure & Cultural Services Dept
M's Ma Gallery
Macau Cultural Centre
Manhattan Card Company Ltd
netvigator
Nescafe
Now.com
sponsored 
"William 
Chang, Art 
Director"
Orange
RTHK
RICOG
SIGNIS hong kong
South China Morning Post
Starbucks Coffee
The Hong Kong Institute for Promotion of Chinese Culture
The Japan Foundation
Tom Lee Music Co. Ltd
252002
292003
2004 33
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Agnes B
Sonsored 
'Gala 
Presentation"
Austrian Consulate General
Cable TV
Cathay Pacific Airways Ltd
proudly 
supported the 
"Galas"; 
"Rememberin
g Leslie 
Cheung and 
Anita Mui"; 
"Global 
Vision"
Club 64
CRHK
Consulate General of Canada
Consulate General of France, HK
European Coordination of Film Festival
Goethe Institut Hong Kong
HITACHI (HK) LTD
Hong Kong Arts Centre
organised 
"The 9th ifva 
The Winners"
Hong Kong Film Archive
organised " 
Novel . 
Drama. 
Melodrama"
Hong Kong Tourism Board
Hong Kong Trade Development Council
Hotel Miramar Hong Kong
Lee Hysan Foundation
Sponsored 
"Reality Bites"
Leisure & Cultural Services Dept
M's Ma Gallery
Macau Cultural Centre
Manhattan Card Company Ltd
netvigator
Nescafe
Now.com
sponsored 
"William 
Chang, Art 
Director"
Orange
RTHK
RICOG
SIGNIS hong kong
South China Morning Post
Starbucks Coffee
The Hong Kong Institute for Promotion of Chinese Culture
The Japan Foundation
Tom Lee Music Co. Ltd
Premiere Sponsor SKYY VODKA
HKADC
SONY
LCSD
agnis b
media 8 entertainment
Swire Island East
Starbucks Coffee
Lee Hysan Foundation
SIGNIS hong kong
BARCO 
Hong Kong Tourism Board
Home Affairs Bureau , The Hong Kong Special Administrative Region
Fortune Star
Star Chinese Channel (衛視電影台）
PEPSI
Unifrance
Republique Francaise
L'annee dde la France En Chine 2004-2005
AFAA
Dragon Air
Dan Ryans GRILL hk
The Japan Foundation
RAWAKITA Film Institute
CRHK
Commericial Radio Production
Now.com
Hotel Miramar Hong Kong
Manhattan Card Company Ltd
Entertainment Expo hong Kong
Hong Kong Filme Archive
Coordination of Film Festival
Consulate General of Sweden
Goethe Institut Hong Kong
Centro Cultural de Macau
Aistralian Consulate General Hong Kong
LCX
Harbour City
RICOH
Harbour Plaza Hong Kong
MVA Hong Kong
Fringe Club
Orange
RTHK
HKAC
Cable TV
tunes.booze.people
touch
bc magazine
Milk Magazine
jet magazine
HK Magazine
2005
2004 33
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Anniversary Sponsor HBO HBO Theatre
Proudly Supports
Giordano
Presents 
"Galas"; 
proudly 
supports" 
Global Vision"
HKADC
co-presented 
"Fresh Wave 
Joint-U Short 
Film 
Competition"
LCSD
Sponsor "The 
11th Hong 
Kong 
Independent 
Short Film & 
Video Awards 
2005"
Home Affairs Bureau , The Hong Kong Special Administrative Region
The Great 
Ou door Film 
Shows
Henderson Land Group
A Tribute to 
Action 
Choreographe
rs
SONY
Gold Sponsor 
"The 11th 
Hong Kong 
Independent 
Short Film & 
Video Awards 
2005"
Yu Tai Hing Company Limited
Fresh Wave 
Joint-U Short 
Film 
Competition
Shui On Group
Chinese 
Renaissance
Diesel
Play Station
NOKIA 
Nordic Lights' 
session
Starbucks Coffee
"Master Class" 
session
Swire Properties
City Magazine
Clarins Paris
Lee Hysan Foundation
Humanitarian 
Awards for 
Documentarie
s; Reality Bites
SIGNIS hong kong
Fortune Star
Korn/Ferry International
Deutsche Bank
PCCW
ROCOH
Now.com
Hong Kong 
Panorama 
2005-2006
Cosmopolitan Hotel
MVA Hong Kong
BARCO 
Vocational Training Council
LCX
Harbour City
Lan Kwai Fong Entertainments
Commercial Radio Production
Entertainment Expo hong Kong
Turner Classic Movies
Cyberport
Digital Media Centre
Goethe Institut Hong Kong
Centre Pompidou
Special thanks 
"The Art of 
Movement 
from Centre 
Pompidou"
Unifrance
co-presented 
"The Art of 
Movement 
from Centre 
Pompidou"
Le French May
An event of 
"The Art of 
Movement 
from Centre 
Pompidou"
Consulat General De France A Hong Kong
French film 
origramme; 
co-presenter 
of " The Art of 
Movement 
from Centre 
Pompidou"
British Council
closing night 
receptio and 
the closing 
film "Snow 
Cake"
Harbour Plaza Hong Kong
Focus Group
Japan Foundation
Master of 
Genres: 
Nakagawa 
Nobuo
National Film Center, Japan (NFC)
Master of 
Genres: 
Nakagawa 
Nobuo
Australian Consulate-Generall Hong Kong
closing film " 
Candy"
UA Cinema
Centro Cultural de Macau
Canon
Cable TV
touch
jet magazine
Milk Magazine
Weekend weekly 
Commercial Radiio 881903.com
South China Morning Post
2006
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Proudly Supports
Giordano concepts
Presents 
"Galas"; 
'proudly 
supports " 
Global Vision:"
Special Sponsor Chopard
HKADC
Co-presented 
The 2nd Fresh 
Wave Short 
Film 
Competition
Entertainment Expo hong Kong
LCSD
Shui On Group
Lee Hysan Foundation
Sponsored ' 
Humanitarian 
Awards for 
Documentarie
s"; "Reality 
Bites"
Starbucks Coffee
Sponsored " 
Master 
Class"；Offici
al Beverage 
sponsor " The 
2nd Fresh 
Wave Short 
Film 
Competition"; 
"Indie Power"
muse magazine
Animax
Sponsored 
"Animation 
Unlimited"
New Zealand Consulate-General Hong Kong
Diesel
Centro Cultural de Macau
Republique Francaise
Goethe Institut Hong Kong
Presented 
with generous 
support " 
German 
Cinema 
Returns"
Oxfam HK
SIGNIS hong kong
Fortune Star
UK Trade & Investiment
Unifrance
The French 
Research 
Centre on 
Contemporary 
China (CEFC) 
& The Alliance 
francaise in 
HK (Co-
presentors) - 
Crossing 
Boundaries: 
Ficion and 
Documentary 
in 
Contemporary 
Chinese 
Cinema
Japan Foundation
Cosmopolitan Hotel
MVA Hong Kong
BARCO 
IVE Kwun Tong Hong Kong Insrtitute of Vocational Education
Nexson Audio-Visual Production Studio
Cyberport
Digital Media Centre
Samsung
UA Cinema
Harbour City
Cke Shopping Mall
Turner Classic Movies
Consulate General of Italy in Hong Kong
Lan Kwai Fong Entertainments
Datacard Group
Cable TV
touch
jet magazine
U Magazine
Commercial Radio 881903.com
South China Morning Post
City Magazine
2007
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Main Sponsor Giordano concepts
Galas; Firebird 
Awards for 
oung Cinema
financially supported HKADC
co-presents "  
The 3rd Fresh 
Wave Short 
Film 
Competition"
a Founding Event of Entertainment Expo hong Kong
muse magazine
Lee Hysan Foundation
Starbucks Coffee
Master Class ; 
The 3rd Fresh 
Wave Short 
Film 
Competition ; 
Indie Power
LCX
British Consulate-General Hong Kong
UK Trade & Investiment
SIGNIS hong kong
Consulate General of Israel Hong Kong
ISRAELI 
Cinema - 
Entering a 
New Phase
Goethe Institut Hong Kong
Consulate General De France A Hong Kong 
Unifrance
Centre d etudes francais sur la Chine Contemporaine　法國現代中國研究中心
Deconstructin
g History in 
Chinese 
Documentarie
s
Now.com
Consulate  General of the Czech Republic
Czech Cinema 
The Dream 
Goes On 
Swedish Institute
Ingmar 
Bergman 
Forever
Air Canada
Official Hotel Cosmopolitan Hotel
Official Car Partner Lexus
Official Outdoor Media Sponsor Buspak
HD Projection Support BARCO 
TV Sponsor Samsung
IVE Kwun Tong Hong Kong Insrtitute of Vocational Education
Nexson Audio-Visual Production Studio
Cyberport
Digital Media Centre
Photography Sponsor CANON
Venue Support The Hong Kong Academy for Performing Arts
Centro Cultural de Macau
UA Cinema
The Grand
Harbour City
Time Square
Cke Shopping Mall
Langham Place
Joint Publishing
Grand Hyatt Hong Kong
Turner Classic Movies
HKU SPACE Community College
Cable TV
Commercial Radio 881903.com
jet magazine
Milk Magazine
cup magazine
AV magazine
Variety
U Magazine
beats
touch
City Magazine
Media Partners
2008
Official Sponsors
Associate Partners
Technical Support
Festival Partners
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financially supported HKADC
Official Credit Card Citibank
a Founding Event of Entertainment Expo hong Kong
Official Car Partner Lexus
Officiall Hotel W Hong Kong
Vodka Sponsor Grey Goose 
agnis b
A Tribute to 
Romantic 
Visions: 25th 
Anniversary of 
Film 
Workshop
UK Trade & Investiment
Lee Hysan Foundation
muse magazine
Gala " Night 
and Fog" 
SIGNIS hong kong
Starbucks Coffee
Master Class; 
The 4th Fresh 
Wave Short 
Film 
Competition; 
Indie Power
Goethe Institut Hong Kong
Swedish Institute
Ingmar 
Bergman 
Forever ( Part 
3) 
Australian Government-Screen Australia
Australian Government - Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade
Republique Francaise
Unifrance
The North Face
Endurance 50 
: 
Utramarathon 
Man by Dean 
karnazes 
ses
Korean Film Archive
The Realist 
Dao of Yu 
Hyun-mok
Consulate General of Italy in Hong Kong
Festival Partners Centro Cultural de Macau
Leisure and Cultural Services Depatment
UA Cinema
The Grand
Barbour City
Time Square
Cke Shopping Mall
Langham Place
LCX
8 eight
Fiji water
Love.from.asia
moosh
lenovo
quintessentially
Lan Kwai Fong Entertainments
HD Projection Support BARCO 
TV Sponsor JVC
Hong Kong Design Institute
Nexson Audio-Visual Production Studio
Cyberport
Digital Media Centre
Official Media The Hollywood Reporter
Variety
Screen  International
Prestige
Clive
Juice
Mint
Catcha Media Group
alive not dead
Cable TV
jet magazine
touch
City Magazine
cup magazine
AV magazine
U Magazine
Hong Kong Economic Times
HK Magazine
Milk Magazine
Hong Kong Film magazine
yule.sohu.com
tvb.com
Tudou.com
Business Traveller
she.com
Associate Partners
Technical Support
Media Partners
2009
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financially supported Create Hong Kong 
financially supported Commerce and Economic Development Bureau
Official Credit Card Citibank
Founding Event Entertainment Expo hong Kong
Official Premium Car Partner Audi
Official Hotel W Hong Kong
Festival Partners TV5MONDE
Vistaar/Religare
Hennessy Cognac
SCAD The University of Creative Careers
Asian Digital 
Competiton
now TV
Lee Hysan Foundation
Centro Cultural de Macau
Goethe Institut Hong Kong
co-presented 
"Metropolis"
SIGNIS hong kong
"Oxhide 
II""Lola""To 
the Sea"
Langham Hotels
British Council
Enemies of 
the People"; 
"Bright 
Star""Harry 
Brown""Fish 
Tank""She, a 
Chinese""The 
Red Shoes"
Consulat General De France A Hong Kong
co-presented 
"Micmacs"
Unifrance
"I'm in 
Trouble!; 
"Eighteen"
Japan Foundation
"Shimazu 
Yasujiro 
Fanfare for 
the Common 
Man"
Hamilton
LCX
Pizza Hut
BARCO 
GDC Technology
Technical Support Hong Kong Design Institute
Cyberport
Digital Media Centre
Shun Hing Group
Panasonic
Supporting Organization Hong Kong Tourism Board
Official Make-up Bobbi Brown
Official Hair-styling Hair spa by La Mod
Concierge Partner quintessentially
Honorary Legal Advisor Haldanes
Hong Kong Sinfonietta
Hong Kong Academy for Performing Arts
Leisure and Cultural Services DepatmentConfucius'
UA Cinema
The Grand
Postgal.com
Time Square
Langham Place
Hong Kong Arts Festival
8 eight
Fiji water
Hong Kong Ballet
Joint Publishing HK
Art in Hong Kong Sino Group
The Link
Chung Ying Theatre Company
Hollhywood Plaza
Olympian City
Cke Shopping Mall
KCP Shopping Mall
gi+
International Herald Tribune ( The Global Edition of the New York Times)
The Hollywood Reporter
cup magazine
AV magazine
LifestyleAsia.com
alive not dead
Orestige
Ming Pao Weekly
Quamnet
Juice
mint
tvb.com
RTHK
Hong Kong Record
hmv
Hong Kong Film magazine
yule.sohu.com
yesasia.com
Jimsum & thensome Hong Kong
Cfor Culture
City Magazine
fridae empowering gay asia
2010
Digital Cinema Support
Filmm Output Support
Audio Visual Equipment Support
Media Partners
Official Media 
Festival Partners
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financially supported Create Hong Kong 
Official Premium Car Partner Audi
Official microblog t.qq.com 騰訊微博
a Founding Event of Entertainment Expo hong Kong
AFA
HAF
Jockey Club Cine Academy
Official Hotel W Hong Kong
Festival Partners TV5MONDE
Grey Goose 
Centro Cultural de Macau
SCAD The University of Creative Careers
Rediscovering 
American 
Indies
Goethe Institut Hong Kong
Hong Kong Turkish Film Festival
Consulat General De France A Hong Kong
Unifrance films
SIGNIS hong kong
Hamilton
Lee Hysan Foundation
Japan Foundation
LCX
LCSD
UA Cinema
The Grand
Joint Publishing (HK)
Time Square
Harbour Plaza Hong Kong
Langham Place
KCP Shopping Mall
1881 Heritage
Jebsen Fine Wines
gi+
Fiji water
Sennheiser
Pacific Coffee
BARCO 
GDC Technology
Shun Hing Group
Panasonic
Supporting Organisation Hong Kong Tourism Board
The Hollywood Reporter
International Herald Tribune ( The Global Edition of the New York Times)
cup magazine
AV magazine
Cuppa
alive not dead
Prestige
Ming Pao Weekly
LifestyleAsia.com
yule.sohu.com
discuss forum hk
U wants
tvb.com
RTHK
in Magazine
C for Culture
HK Magazine
yesasia.com
YESSTYLE .com.hk
Film Business Asia
Quamnet
Rin Lee
Angus Forsyth
HAldanes
Michael Leow
Concurrent Events
Digital Cinema Support
Audio Visual Equipment Support
Official Media Partners
Media Partners
Media Supports
Honorary Legal Advisors, HKIFFS
Honorary Legal Advisors, AFA & HAF
2011
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financially supported Create Hong Kong 
Official Premium Car Partner Audi Vorsprung durch Technik
a Founding Event of Entertainment Expo hong Kong
Asian Film Awards
Hong Kong Asia Film Financing Forum
Jockey Club Cine Academy
Official Hotel Regal Kowloon Hotel Tsim Sha Tsui. Hong Kong
The Hong Kong Jockey Club Charities Trust
Centro Cultural de Macau
The University for Creaative Careers
British Council
Consulat General De France A Hong Kong
Gala of 
Declaration of 
War
Unifrance films
Gala of 
Declaration of 
War
SIGNIS hong kong
Choked; 
Monsieur 
Lazharl 
Goodbye; Best 
Intentions; 
Gypsy ; If You 
Die, I'll Kill 
You; Lucky; 
Hamilton
Lee Hysan Foundation
JCCF
View 62
the East Queen Road East
Leisure and Cultural Services Depatment
UA Cinema
The Grand
Eva Air
Joint Publishing (H.K.)
Harbour City
Time Square
Langham Place
Windsor
LCX
KCP Shopping Mall
gi+
Fiji water
SONY
Hong Kong Record
Asus
Walker
BARCO 
GDC Technology
Shun Hing Group
Panasonic
Official Camera Partner Nikon
Supporting Organisation Hong Kong Tourism Board
baccarat Hong Kong
The Hollywood Reporter
International Herald Tribune ( The Global Edition of the New York Times)
alive not dead
The Wall Street Journal
cup magazine
AV magazine
cuppa
youku.com
Prestige
yahoo hong kong
LifestyleAsia.com
City Magazine
RTHK
New Monday
Hong Kong Economic Times
Film Business Asia
HK Magazine
msn
Microsoft
Rin Lee
Angus Forsyth
HAldanes
Michael Leow
2012
Concurrent Events
Festival Supporters
Festival Partners
Digital Cinema Support
Audio Visual Equipment Support
Official Media Partners
Media Partners
Media Supporters
Honorary Legal Advisors, HKIFFS
Honorary Legal Advisors, AFA & HAF
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financially supported Create Hong Kong 
a Founding Event of Entertainment Expo hong Kong
Asian Film Awards
Hong Kong - Asia Film Finance Forum
Jokey Club Cine Academy
Official Hotel Sheraton Hotel Hong Kong
Official Card American Express
The Hong Kong Jockey Club Charities Trust
Hsin Chong
Centro Cultural de Macau
Republique Francaise
uniFrance
SIGNIS hong kong
Lee Hysan Foundation
光華新聞文化中心
Official Vodka Grey Goose 
Leisure and Cultural Services Depatment
UA Cinema
The Grand
Eva Air
Eslite Causeway Bay Store
Harbour City
Time Square
Langham Place
LCX
the East Queen Road East
E-Max
HK Phil
Hong Kong Record
Moleskine
Stella Artois
mamoz
Fiji water
Shun Hing Group
Panasonic
Official Supporter Chow Sang Sang
Offcial Camera & Lighting Equipment ARRI
Supporting Organisation Hong Kong Tourism Board
baccarat Hong Kong
The Hollywood Reporter
International Herald Tribune ( The Global Edition of the New York Times)
jet magazine
The Wall Street Journal
cup magazine
AV magazine
Cuppa
timable.com
yahoo hong kong
LifestyleAsia.com
RTHK
Radio3
New Monday
alive not dead
Movie Movie
Prestige
Hong Kong Economic Times
Film Business Asia
msn
Microsoft
HK Magazine
903.com
Hong Kong Toolbar
AMCNN.com
Social Media Partner Movie Marketing
Mobile App Partner Hong Kong Movie app
Rin Lee
Angus Forsyth
HAldanes
Michael Leow
Concurrent Events
Festival Partners
Festival Supporters
Audio Visual Equipment Support
2013
Offcial Media Partners
Media Partners
Media Supporters
Honorary Legal Advisers, HKIFFS
Honorary Legal Advisers, AFA & HAF
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Financially Support Create HK
Founding Event Entertainment Expo hong Kong
HK Cine Fan
Hong Kong - Asia Film Finance Forum
Supporting Event Asian Film Awards
Official Jewelry & Watch Sponsor Chaumet Paris
Official Hotel Sheraton Hotel Hong Kong
Official Airline HK Express
Premiere Partner The Metroplex @ Kowloon Bay
Hsin Chong
Centro Cultural de Macau
ICAC
Consulat General De France A Hong Kong
uniFrance
SIGNIS hong kong
Travel Gear Partner Rimowa
Leisure and Cultural Services Depatment
UA Cinema
The Grand
Harbour City
Time Square
Langham Place
LCX
BMW Volkswagen.Das.Auto
Full Sail University
agnis b
Hong Kong Record
Moleskine
Stella Artois
Fiji water
E-max
the East Queen Road East
Shun Hing Group
Panasonic
Official Chocolate Lindt
Festival Vodka Supporter Grey Goose 
Supporting Organisation Hong Kong Tourism Board
baccarat Hong Kong
cup magazine
CUPPA
AV magazine
The Hollywood Reporter
jet magazine
The Wall Street Journal
48 Hours magazine
New Monday
alive not dead
movie movie
v.ifeng.com
timable.com
yahoo hong kong
RTHK
Radio3
City Magazine
tv.sohu.com
QIY PPS.tv
Prestige
Hong Kong Economic Times
msn
Arts-news.net
HK Magazine
Lifestyle Jounrnal
Film Business Asia
Variety
Mobile App Partner Movie Express
Rin Lee
Angus Forsyth
HAldanes
Michael Leow
2014
Official Media Partners
Media Partners
Media Suppporters
Honorary Legal Advisers, HKIFFS
Honorary Legal Advisers, AFA & HAF
Concurrent Events
Festival artners
Festival Supporters
Audio Visual Equipment Support
